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PREFACE 
Reliability is relatively a new scienti-fic area of study and 
has vastly -flourished primarily due to the 
comple;<ity, sophistication and automation inherent in modern 
technology.The reliability has been formulated as the science 
of predicting,estimating or optimizing the probability of 
survival,the mean life,or more general 1y,the life distribution 
of components or systems. 
It has been established that, the increasing soprhi sti cati on 
and miniaturization of electronic and telemetric equipments 
needed for defence,space research programs,satel1ites and 
guided missile systems demand a high degree of reliability. 
This being the age of computers and computer aided 
technologies,The researchers were compelled to explore the 
life expectancy of most important input in computers i.e. the 
"software".This new field of study is termed as "software 
rel i abi 1 i tya . We can call the remaining £»re£ts C"AS the hardwarc^ ^ 
reliabi1ity.Scientists started thinking about the performance 
of software or reliability of software in the early seventies 
hardly twenty years have passed since the birth of this new 
Araa. of study. As in case of hardware rel iabi 1 ity, the 
reliability models play the most crucial role.Various models 
have been presented for use in software reliability using 
differejnt. approaches. Of them the models of Jelinski ?< 
Moranda(1972>,J.D. Musa(1975) and M.Shooman's(1972) have 
attracted special attention. This dissertation is an sittempt to 
survey this specific field of reliability estimation termed as 
software reliability estimation.Some important hardware 
reliability models have also been described in this 
manuscript. 
The intent of this manuscript is to present a survey of 
the available literature on the application of reliability 
estimation.This dissertation consists of five chapters with a 
comprehensive list of references given at the end. The 
references have been arranged author wise. 
The Chapter I contains the fundamentals of statistical 
theory needed for the understanding of subsequent ch^HpterB and 
the concept of Software Reliability has also beeen discussed in 
this chapter. 
The Chtipter II deals with the theory of reliability ;.: and 
failure models. ^ 
J.D. Musa model^ A thoery of Software Reliability and its 
application based on execution time has been derived in 
Chapter III which permits the estimation in advanced of a 
projects of the amount of testing in terms of execution time 
required to achieve a specified reliability goel mean time to 
failure. The MTTF and the number of errors sire estimated by 
applying maximum likelihood estimation method-
The Chapter IV deals with a Stochastic model for the 
Softw£tre -fc^ ilure phenomenon based on a non homogeneous poisson 
process propossed by Goel 2< Okumoto(1979). The time dependent 
error detection rate model,described here provides a plausible 
description of the software -failure phenomenon. The last 
chapter contains the derivation of Littlewood software 
reliability model<1981).This model has been a generalisation 
of Jelinski 8< Morande^ model. This- model is used for the 
greater computational complexity in estimating the parameters. 
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CHAPTER I 
FUNDAMIEIMTAL OF STATIBVIC^AL THEOF(Y 1 
1.1 RANDOM VARIABLE : A random v a r i a f c t l e i s a n u m e r i c a l va luen i 
• f u n c t i o n definGCJ on t h e s a m p l e d e s c r i p t i o n space?. O f t e n t h e 
• f u n c t i o n i s t h e i d e n t i t . - / - f u n c t i o n . I n t h i s c£*se t h e value?s 
w h i c h t h o random v a r i a h j l e can assum a r o the? e»lements o f t h e 
samF)le d e s c r i p t i o n s p a c e . An e v e n t i s any s u b s e t o f t h e samp le 
d e s c r i p t i o n s p a c e . 
absoli 
i<^  RANDOM VARIABLE : A random variable X defined 
on iiif^fP) with df i-.Then X is said to continuous type if F' is 
a solutely continuous,that is,if there exists a nonnegative 
•function •f<x) such for every real number u we have 
Ml 
f<t)dt 
~m 
The function f is called the probability density function of 
the random variable X. 
f (>{)=' 
1.3 DISCRETE RANDOM VARIABLE s 
An random variable X on ( ii,^ |,P) is said to be discrete type 
or simply discrete?. If it takes valuers in a countable? met X 
"•Cx 1, x2, . . > , that if,the set of all distinct X(w),as w series 
over A ,is at most countatale.The distribution f^ of X is 
speci^fied by the numbers PX (;< j )--PCw: X (w) =)•! ] 
and CF^'(MJ)]is l<nown as the probc^bility function tjf X. For any 
event inH ,that is any subset A ofK ,we have 
F'jj, ( A ) "=• JT.^ C F^. (X ,j ) -} «>•: . P r w J X ( w ) '^H .1 D 
><«;«/• X<)<j 
1.4 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
The disstri buti cDn function of^  a random variable X dcfineci on R 
denoted by F,i « defined by the re1 a t i on 
F(x)«PCws-m <X<W)<>X3--=-PCX<-=-X3,K^:R 
A distribution function so defined has a number of important 
properties. 
Every F(«) with the folleawinq properties. 
(i ) 0< -=F < M X " 1 for all w ^'i R 
(ii) xl< x2 =••=> F(xl)<=F(x2) 
So that F is nondecreasing 
(iii) F is right contonuous, 
(iv> lim F(x)=0, lim F<x):=l 
X —:>-oD M —ivo) 
1.5 PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION : 
A function f^ . (x) is defined over S is said to be p.d.f. if 
'b 
f'y;:(x)dK, a<b 
a 
P(a<X<b)= 
f )^  (x ) >='0, fy (x ) dx " 1 
and in this situation 
F^: (x>= / J f < t )d t 
where •fx^ <5<) ~ d /dx Fy < = 
1 . 6 
) 2 
CHARACTERS!IC FUNCTION : 
Let X be a random variable with distribution -function 
F<«) then the function 
5<t) = ECeKp(itM)3 
Where t is a real number and i is the imaginary unit,is 
called the characterstic -function o-f the random variable X. 
Theorem c Let F(K) and 5<t) denote respectively the 
distribution function and characterstic function of a random 
variable X. !+' a+h and a-h (h>0> are continuty points of the 
distribution -function F<x),then 
F(a-+h>-F(a"h)=lim i/2Tr (Sinht/t) e«p (-i t»<) 0 (t > dt 
T—TJKO 
I-f the characteristic -function is absolutely integrable over 
the interval (-«>,<o) , then the correspondinQ, density function 
•f<K) can be denoted by 0<t). After deviding by 2h the above 
equation becomes 
po> 
(Sinht/ht) eKp<~it!<)0(t)dt 
— CO 
When h — > 0 , the expression under the integral sign tends to 
exp(-itx)0(t). 
thus we obtain 
lim (F(x+h)-F<x-h) )/2h =l/2-fT exp (-i tx ) 0 (t) dt 
h—^w J -a> 
»=:=> F<M) K f<x) =»i/2 exp<-itx)0(t)dt 
1.7 MOMENT GENERATING FUNCTION AND TRANSFORMATION : 
(F<x-+-h)-F(x-h) )/2h = 1/21T 
1.7.1. GENERATING FUNCTION 
Since the generating -functions play an important role in 
reliability problems,we discussed were some basic concepts of 
generating -functions and their important properties. 
Let X be a discrete random variable with a probability mass 
-function o<3 
given by P(x), x=0,l,2, The function F(t> =5: F(x)t" 
x^O 
is called the generating function of the sequence P(x),if 
F(t> converges in some interval -t'< t < t'.Si nee P(x) is 
bounded -for all x>=0, a comparision with the geometric series 
shows F(t) converges, at least -for It I < 1 
The following results 
E(X)=d/dt F(t) 1^,1 
E<X2) =Cd2/dt2 F<"t) 
and 
Var (X) =Cd2/dt2 F(t) -t^ d/dt 
The generating function o-f the sum of independent random 
variables can be obtained by multiplying the generating 
•functions of the random vari ables. More specif ical ly, Let 
XI, X2, Xn be n independent random variables with 
+d/dt F(t) 
F(t) ~ Cd/dt F(t) 32 3 tel 
3 
generating -functions Fl (t) |,F2<t) , i,Fn <t) ..respectively. 
De-fine a new random variable Yn , where Yn = X1 + X2+ +Xn 
Then F^ftf. <t), the generating function of P^ i^ <)•!) is given by 
F^^i(t)= TTf Fi (t) 
This result can be proved by meting that it is true -for the 
case o-f two random variables, XI and X2,and then extending it 
the case o-f n random variables. For the case two independent 
random variables, XI and X2, the distribution of Y2 is the 
convolution of Pl<;-!> and P2()! >, denoted by Pl(x)* P2(x>, that 
is 
Py|:<x)=:^ PI (j)P2(5-<-j> 
j =0 
= PI(x)*P2(x) 
Termwise multiplication of the power series for Fl(t) and 
F2<t) gives the product Fy^ (t) . 
1.7.2 MOMENT GENERATING FUNCTION 
Often the generating function does not have a simple 
expression,and in such cases the moment generating function is 
more convenient. 
Let X be a random varictble with a probability density 
(mass) function given by f (x) <p^ )^ . Then the expected value of 
exp<tx) is called the moment generating function of X,if the 
expected value converges is some interval - f < t < t'. The 
moment generating function is denoted by Mi((t>,and 
>a> 
Mx(t)= exp(tx)f(x>dx,if X is continuous 
-E exp(tx) pj, if X is discrete, 
i 
Some properties of the moment generating function are now 
discussed. By using a series expansion of exp(tx) ,one can 
express the moment generating function as 
M)^(t) = ECl + tX •+ t V + -<- tf Xn ) 
2! n! 
"S t-^/j! E(XJ) 
j=0 
From this result it is evident that ECX-*) can be obtained by 
using a series expansion of M>f(t) and noting the coefficient 
of the term t-* /j ! . Alternatively, E(X-^) can also be obtained 
by differentiating Mx<t>j times and then setting t=0. This can 
be easily verified,because 
4 
Mj^(t) = e!<p <tM ) -f (>!) dx 
lj^tt)/dt-' = x-» exp or d^ Mv(t>/dtJ =1 X-* exp ktx ) + (x ) dx 
and 
dJ M^(t)/dtJ 1' ' 
•t«o 
xJ f (x'Idx « E<XJ) 
A useful property of the moment generating -function is the 
•foil owing. 
Let MjcCt) be the moment generating -function o-f Z. De-fine a 
new random variable X such that X«aZ-+b,where a and b are 
constants. Then the moment generating -function o-f X is 
Mx<t) = Ma*+i3;(t) =-- exp(tb) MtCat) • 
The use-fulness o-f the moment generating -function is indicated 
by the following two theorems,which are stated here without 
proof. 
THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM :*^  
Let Xi and X2 be two random variables,discrete or 
continuous, with probabi 1 ity, density (mass) functions f)^ |'(x) and 
•fjii !(K) respectively. Suppose that MXl(t) and MX2(t) are the 
moment generating functions df XI and X2 and that MKl<t) = 
MX2<t) for all t's in the interval -t* < t < f . Then fjcj <)<) = 
f)^ i^ .(H) for all X, except. possibly at paints of 
discontinuity, if XI and X2 a^re continuous random variables. 
THE CONTINUITY THEOREM: 
Let XI,X2,......Xn be a sequence of random variables with 
corresponding distribution function given by the 
sequence-CGn (x) !> and moment generating functions given by the 
sequence CMj^ >^ . (t>3. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
the convergence of the sequence to a distribution function 
is that, for every t,the sequence CMj^ i^  <t) Hconverges to a limit 
MJ^(t). " 
When this condition is satisf i ed, tlie limit Mjf(t) is 
identical with the moment generating function of the limiting 
distribution function Fy((x). 
^1.7.3 THE LAPLACE AND MELLIN TRANSFORMS 3 
Let F(X) be a known function of x,defined for all 
x>0,and let K(t,x)be a known function of the two variables t 
and X. If the integral 
^(t) =^*V<t,x)F(x)dx 
is convergent , 0(t) defines a function of the variable? t; 
0<t) is called the integral transform of the function F(>;) 
with Kernel K(t,x). If 
K<t,x) = eKp(~tx) ., 
0(t> is called the Laplace transform and will be denoted 
by L<F(x)) 
LCF(K)D = 
5 
BKp(-tK) F(X) dX 
D 
On the otehr hand,i-f the Kvernel K(t,x) is 
K(t,x)= x"^ "' 
^(t) is called the Mellin Trans-form and will be denoted by 
MCF(x)D 
»® 
MI:F<X)] = x*'-* F<x) dx 
Jo 
A -few elementary properties o-f the Laplace trans-form are 
presented here. 
1- The Laplace trans-form is a linear operator for any two 
f unctions, f (x) and g<x), defined for all<' x>0,and any two 
constant»CI and C2 
LCCl-f(x) + C2g(x)3 = C 1 L L F ( K ) 3 + C2LCg(x)3 
2. The Laplace transform of the derivative and the integral 
o-f a function -f(x) can be obtained as fol 1 owe. Integrating by 
parts,one can easily varify that 
LC-f' (x)]=t LCf (X) 1-f (0) 
and LC -f(k)dk3 = 1/t LC-f<x)3 
3. The laplace trans-form o-f the convolution of the two 
functions is the product of their Laplace-transforms. 
For any two contonuous -functions of f(x) and g(x) defined 
for x>0, the convolution of f(x) and g<x) is defined as the 
integral 
Px . • 
f ( x - < ^ ) g ( , ^ ) d ; ^ - f ( x ) * g (X) 
o 
I CO POD 
exp<- tx) n 
o 
PO) 
f ( x - < ^ ) g < x ) d ^ 3 d x 
g < > ) e x p ( - t x ) dA •f (X- >) e x p ( - t (x-X)')dx 
o 
g < ^ > e x p ( ~ t X ) dACL-Cf ( x ) > 3 
= LC-f (X) 3 L C g ( x ) 3 
This result can be similarly extended to the case of three or 
more -functions. 
It is to be remarked that,i-f the -function f (x)Cor 
alternatively,the function F*<x)3is a probability density 
function of- a continuous random variable X,fDr X>0, then 
LCf (x)3 is merely the expected value of exp(-tx) 
The similarity between the Laplace trans-form and the 
moment generating function is aparent from the fact that the 
former gives the expected value of exp(-tx> ,where K>0,where 
as the latter gives the expected value of exp<tx) ,where x can 
take any value on the real line. 
6 
1.8 ORDERSTATISTICS AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION : 
Let XI, X2!, Xn be an n dimensional random vector 
•from a probability density -function •f>( (x ,©). Suppose now that 
the n observations are arranged in increasing order of 
magnitude.So that 
X(l) <» X(2)<« <:=X(n) 
Where X<1) = min<X1,X2,.......Xn) observation and 
X (n)=maJ< (XI, X2 Xn) observation clearly X(l) can be any 
one o-f the n Xi's.Then X(l)is the -first order statistics, and 
X(n) the nth order statistics.In general the X(i) is the ith 
order statistics. 
In li-fe testing, where the random sample constitutes the 
various times to -failure X<1)<« X(2)<= <= X(n) 
the observations do appear ordered,that is,the -first 
observation is the smallest time to -failure, and hence each 
observation is an order statistics. 
1.8.1 DISTRIBUTION OF THE iTH ORDER STATISTICS s 
Consider the ith order statistics,X(i),which has arisen 
from a probability density -fX^TLV '' <x,©) and a distribution 
•function FX(!<,0 >.Also n observations have been recorded, and 
let that one needs to -find the probability density -function of 
X<i) say fX(i) Mx,e ) as follows. 
fXt:\.>; (x,e)= n!/( (i-1) ! (n-1) ! ) CFX(x,6)3*-* C 1-F (>;, e) 3"-* 
fX(x,e) 
Where fX(x,6) is the density function correspoding to FX(x,0) 
If i=l The density function of the first order statistics as 
fX(5.)) (x,e)= nci-FX(x,e) D"-* fx(x,e) 
If i«=n the density function of last order statistics 
i\(nj (x,e=nEFX(x,e>3"-* fX(x,e> 
The distribution function of X(l) and X(n> can be easily 
obtained since. 
FX(t) M M ) = PC X (1) O x D= 1-PC X (1) >=x D 
But 1«1-PCX<1) >«x,X<2) >=x , X<n)>=x3 
Then 
FX(j) ' (X) =l-r. 1-F(;s) 3n 
these Sire important special cases of the general result for 
Fn < X) 
FX (mj;- (M)=PCX <n)-c:=x 3--PCat least n of the Xi are lessthan or 
equal to x3 
such that FX (nj (x>=CF<x) 3" 
1.9 MATHOD OF ESTIMATION : 
1.9.1 UNBIASNESS s J,.et Tl, Tn be a sequence of 
estimators of T. Where rn= Tn(xl, xn) is based on a sample 
size n. This sequence of estimators is said to be unbiased 
estimator of T if and only if 
E<Tn)=T. 
7 
1.9.2 CONSISTENCY j 
(a) Let Tl Tn be a sequence of estimators o-f T where 
Tn=Tn<Xl. . . . . Xn) is based on a sample size n. This sequence o-f 
estimators is said to be Squared-error consistent estimator o-f 
T if and only if 
lim EC<Tn~T)2 3=0 for all T in § 
n—^ a> 
(b) Let Tl Tn be a sequence of estimators of T where 
Tn=Tn(Xl ....Xn).The sequence CTn] is defined to be a simple 
consistant 
es-timators of T if for every € >O.The following is satisfied 
lim PCT-€ < Tn < T+« 3=1 
n—>« 
for every T in ^ 
1.9.3. EFFICIENCY 
Let Tl Tn be a sequence estimator of T where Tn «-•= 
Tn(Xl .... Xn)/Tl based on a sample size nj,is more efficient 
than another estimator of T2 based on a sample of the same 
size if 
EC<T1-T)2 ]<= er(T2-T)2] 
with the strict inequality for some T.If the estimators are 
unbiased,the efficient estimator is the one that has a smaller 
variance.Let the joint density function of the sample 
observations be denoted by 
f<Klsi;<2, xn,T>»=5 <.x,T) 
Then the information in the sample is given by 
I(T>=EC(d/dT log 5(x,T))] __ 
The efficiency of any unbiased estimator T is defined as 
e(T ) = <1/I(T))/Var(T) 
If the efjficiency is l,that is , i f the variance of the 
estimator T attains the information in the sample,the 
estimator T is said to be efficient. 
1.9.4. SUFFICIENCY: 
Let XI, Xn be a random sample of size n from a 
density f(x , Tl, . . . . Tk) Where T's may be a vector.Let Ti, 
i=l,... n, be k functions(statistics)of the Xi's.If the joint 
density of a random sample from the above density can be 
factored as 
h(Kl,K2, , _ _ _ 
Mn,Tl, Tk)=-g <T1,T2, Tm,Tl, Tk) q (x 1, K 2 , . . . . nn) 
where q<xl,x2, xn)does not c ontain the Ti,then Tl,.... 
Tn is a set of m sufficient statistics. 
1.9.5 MINIMUM VARIANCE UNBIASED ESTIMATORS s 
Let SI Sn be a sequence of T.Where Sn=£n(XI,....Xn) 
is based on a sample size n is such that 
(i) Sn is unbiased and 
(ii) It has Irhe smallest variance among the classes of all 
the unbiased estimator of T. 
Then Sn is said to be minimum variance unbiased estimator 
(MVUE) of T. 
More precisely Sn is a MVUE of T if 
E CSn3 = T 
and ^&r (Sn) <~ Var (^ n ) 
8 
Where Sn ift any other unbiased estimator of T. 
i.e. ECS'n 3=T 
1.9.6 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION s 
The maximum likelihood estimate can be explained as fallows 
m 
m 
Let (XI,X2, ...... Xn) be a random sample of size n from 
f(x,T) where T reperesents an unknown parameter and let our 
interest lie in the estimation of T which is known to be in a 
given parametric space (H) • _ 
The principle of ma'£imum likelihood says accept T as an 
eotimator of T if f(X/T) >« f<.x/T) for every T€ @ : (\.\y 
( I . . 1 J 
It is more convinent to work with log(f(K/T)) 
and BO T can equivalently be obtained as that solution of 
(dloQ f <x/T))/dT= 0 
which make, 
<d'"log f (x/T) )/dT2k=0 
T ••-• T T=T 
The likelihood function 
n 
L(T,xl,.. xn)=Tr f <xi/T) 
i = l 
where f<x/T) denotes the probability function of 
XI,X2, Xn 
I f n . 
l o g L<X/T) » logiT f i^/T) 
i = l 
n 
=5: log f (xi/T) 
i = l __ 
the maximum likelihood estimate T is that solution of 
dlogL/dT«=0 
which satisfies 
d logL/dT2 l_<0 
T=T 
n 
where log L=2I log f(xi/T) 
i = l 
The important properties of MLE'S are thie following. 
(i) If an efficient estimator of T,T,exist, the likelihjood 
equation applying to T will have a unique solution that is T 
<ii) If the number of sufficient statistics is equal to the 
number of unknown parameters,the MLE'S are the minimum 
variance estimator of their respective expected values, 
(iii) Under certain general condition the likelihood 
equation applying to T has a solution') that converges in 
probability to the value of T,as n->oo This solution i s an 
asymptotic normal and sin asymptotically efficient 
estimator of T. 
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1.10 METHOD OF MOMENTS : 
Let XI, X2, J, Xn be a random sample o-f size n -from a 
population have a probability density -function given by 
•f^ :(x,,Tl, Tk),where the Ti's represent the K parameters, K 
>=«1 i.e. XI,X2, Xn 
a r e i . i . d . random v a r i a b l e s h a v i n g t h e common d e n s i t y 
•fX <X i iT l , . . . . . . Tk) 
Let p'r be the rth moment o-f -f^  (x, Tl, T2, ...,.., Tk) about 
zero,that is 
m 
p* r •f)f;(!<,Tl,T2 , Tk)dx 
a -function o-f the K parameters and hence p' r clearly p'r is 
can be written as 
p'r»pV(Tl,T2, Tk) 
The first K sample moments, n/r 
m*r« l/nS Xi 
i = l 
The moment estimators Ti , i-=l,2, K o-f the K Ti's are 
obtained by solving the -following K equation for the Ti 
m'r «p'r <T1,T2, TK) ,r = i,2, ,K) 
and there by,obtaining solution T1,T2, ,Tk in terms of 
m*1, m'k.Note that we can apply this technique only when 
the system of equations 
m'l=p'1 <T1, ,TK), m'k=p^ (TI, TK) 
explicity yields TI, TK interms of m'1,m'2,..... m'k.There 
may be situations when the above system of equations do not 
admit explicit 
expressions for T1,T2 TK in terms of m'1, .m'k and 
then the method 
of moments fails. 
1.11 MEASURES OF 
1.11.1 FAILURE 
expressed in 
terms of failures perunit time, 
of the number 
of failures,f,during a specified test interval 
test time of the items undergoing test.Thus 
>=«f/T 
where >-
f = 
RELIABILITY « 
RATE The failure rate (denoted by-^ ) is 
It is computed as simple ratio 
to the total 
failure rate 
number of failures during the test interval 
T « Total teat time 
When the desianv: is mature, the failure rate is fairly constant 
during the operating or useful life of the system.The smaller 
the value of the failure rate,the higher is the reliability of 
the system. 
1.11.2 MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES : 
During the operating period,when failure rate is fairly 
constant, the time between failures (m-tbf),is the reciprocal of 
the constant failure rate or the ratio of the test time to the 
number of failures, 
m = 1//* =T/f 
iO 
Mean time between -failures is also referred to as the 
average time o-f the satis-factory operation o-f the system. In 
this case, the largBr the mtb-f,the higher is the reliability of 
the system. 
Note : The failure rate and mtbf are used where the item,is 
repairable. 
1.11.3 RELIABILITY FUNCTION : 
For the random variable X,if P(X<=x)=F(x,Tl,T2, )is the 
cumulative distribution function,where Ti,1-1,2 are the 
parameters of the distribution function,and if a and b ars the 
limits defining the sucess event,then reliability function,R 
is defined by 
R=R<T1, )=P(a<=X<«b) 
the reliability is expressed as 
PCT>t3 « ff (x)dx =R(t) 
and inreliabi1ity 
P(T<t) « j^f (x)dx •=F<t) 
also R(t)=«l-F(t> 
1.12 BAYESIAN RELIABILITY ESTIMATION s 
A Baysian reliability estimation consists of the use of 
statistical methods in reliability problems that involve 
parameter estimation in which one or more of the pi^rameters is 
considered to be an r.v. with a non degenerate prior 
probability distribution which express the analyst's prior 
degree of belief about the parameters. 
1.12.1 PRIOR: AND POSTERIOR: DISTRIBUTION : 
Let X1,x2, . . . . . xn be n independent and identically distributed 
random variables from a densi ty" f (x/T) , T belong to(Sl!iWhere the 
fiunction f(•/T)is assumed known except for T. The problem is 
to estimate a specifies function 5(T).The Bayesion approach to 
the estimation of 5<T> assume the existance of a probability 
distribution on This probability distribution,specified by a 
completely known probability density function 
(pmf)g(T),discribes the degree of belief in possible parameter 
values prior to an observation being made,and consequently it 
is called a Prior di_stribut_ijan. Thus the unknown T may be 
considered as the realized value of some random variable T 
whose probability density function g(T) is known. 
The addition! information of known g<T) can be incorporated 
into estimation procedures by means of the Postrior' 
distribution of T given Xl=x 1, X2'=x2, Xn=xn 
h(T/xl,x2 xn) = g(T) (Tl" f (xi/T) )/g'(x 1, x2, xn) 
(1.1) 
where 
g'(xl,x2,. xn) = n 
•tT f (xi/T)g(T)dT 
f h<T/x1,x2,....xn) ma^^ be interpreted as describing an 
experimenters degree of belief in different possible values of 
T after the observations xl,x2,....xn have been made,and 
consequently it is called the Posterior distribution of 
T.(accoring to priori density g(-)).Thus the sample 
observations change decision maker's of degrees of belief by 
changing a priori distribution into a posteriori distribution. 
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1.12.2. BAYES RISK : 
The dicision maker's problem Is to estimate 5<T) on the 
basis o-f the random sample Xl, X2, . . . . . . Xn and the priori 
incured i-f the decision 
T is the true parameter 
,Xn> 
density g(T) Let L(T,a) is the loss 
maker estimates 5(T) to be a when 
value.For any estimator d(Xl,X2, 
R<T,d) = ET L<T,d(X)) 
'a> n 
L(d (xl,x2, . . . ;<n),T) rr -f (xi/T) dx 1, dM2, . . , dxn (1.2) 
-» i = l 
is known as the risk -function corresponding to the loss 
function L<T,a).Two estimators dl and d2 could now be compared 
by looking at thier respective risks R(Ti, dl) and 
R<T2, d2> , pre-f erence being given to that estimator with smaller 
mean risk. In general the risk -function being smaller for some 
T and the other smaller -for other T. Then, since T is unknown, it 
is di-f-ficult to make a choice between the two estimators. The 
di-f-ficulty is caused by -the dependence o-f the risk -function on 
T. A natural way o-f removing the dependence o-f the risk 
•function on T is to average it out, using the prior density as 
the weight function.Then 
R<y ,d)«E9. R(T,d) 
= 4[^(T,d)y (T)dT 
is called the Bayes risk of estimator d with respect to the 
loss function L<T,,a) and prior density g(T).Put the 
equation(1.1) . and (1.2) in the aboWe integration and one may 
write the Bayes risks. 
R( 9,d) ( (L(d(xl,x: .xn),T)h(T/xl,x2, 
g'(K1,X2,.....xn)dxl,dx2, 
Bayes risk of an estimator is a real number. 
dxn 
.xn)dT) 
(1.3) 
1.12.3. BAYES ESTIMATOR : 
If 0(T) with respect to the loss function L(T,a) and 
priori density g(T),is defined to be that estimator with 
smallest Bayes risk.Thus if one known the correct prior 
distribution and accepts the criterion that a best estimator 
is one that minimizes the Bayes risk,then the Bayes estimator 
corresponding to the known prior distribution is optimum. 
I'I3 CONCEPT OF SOFTWARE RELIABILITY 
I -IVl SOFTWARE RELIABILITY: 
Software reliability is defined as the probability that a 
software fault which causes deviation from required out put by 
more than specified tolerance,in a specified environment,does 
not occur during a specified exposure period 
.Mathematically,software reli abi1ity 
R is defined as follows.Let 
R(i) = P(no failure over i runs) 
or 
R(t) = P(no failure in time interval <:0,t3-) 
assuming that inputs are taken independently according to some 
probability distribution function 
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R=l- lim ryVn (l./i) 
n —^-ti) 
Where n is the number of software runs and rv is the number of 
•failed runs in n runs. 
l-li-^  CONVENTOIONAL SOFTWARE RELIABILITY MODELS 
Conventionally,software reliability is expressed in a 
reliability function as follows. 
R(t) = PCno failure in time intervalCO,t>3 
=•• expC-CK Er (m)>t] 
= expC-Kt(ET/IT)"EC(m)3t (l.g) 
Where K = an arbitrary constant 
m = software debugging time in months 
Er(m) = number of errors remaining in software after n 
months of debugging 
ET = total numbeir of known errors in software 
IT - total number of machine instructions in software 
EC(m) = total number of errors corrected in m months 
t = software operating time in hours 
this function means that the probability of succesful 
software operation without errors is an exponential function 
of software operating time. 
1-I3-3MEAN TIME TO FAILURE<MTTF) MODEL : 
The MTTF model is given as : 
Let h(t) be a function called the hazard function in t as 
follows 
h<t> = KCET/IT ~ EC(m)] 
The MTTF is then defined as 
MTTF = l/h<t) = 1/KCF.T/IT - EC(m)D (l.S) 
Equation (1.5) can be rewritten as 
MTTF = 1/tad-am) {1.70 
Wh»r»3i b '•" \<.ET/IT 
a = gi, 11/E\ (gt, is a constant rate of error correction) 
l-IJ-if JELINSKI-MORANDA MODEL 
The Jelinski-Moranda model is the hazard function of the form 
h(t) = MCN-<k-l)D <1.<9) 
Where M = an arbitrary constant 
N = total number of errors present in the software 
k = number of errors found by debugging time mk 
l-B-J" SCHICK-WOLVERTON MODEL 
The Schick-Wolteron model is a modification of the Jelinski-
Moranda. [Equation (1 .(7) becomes 
h(t) =MCN-(I<~1) 3t .... (1,9) 
Where t is the operating time of the software.This model 
assumes that the failure rate is proportional to the number of 
remaining errors and increases with operating time t. 
l-/3'6 MUBA MODEL 13 
The model is of the form 
R<t) = expC <~t./T) 3 . (l.l'O) 
Where t = execution time of the so-ftware after release 
T « me«xn time to failurr:> 
=•= TO expCt'C/ (MOTO) 3 
where TO = mean time to -failure at the begining o-f test 
(t'=0) 
C •- ratio equivalent, ofjerating time to teiB'.t time 
MO ~ number of errors <M0 ~ ET) 
t = t'C,where t* is the execution time or central 
processor time used in so-ftware testing (rather than months o-f 
calendar time) 
i-13-7 NELSON MODEL 
The Nelson model is based on Equati on(l^ )in selecting test 
cases according to the operational distribution. The sioftware 
reliability is estimated by 
R<t) = 1- n//n (1. 1|)) 
Where n = total number o-f runs 
nf ~ number o-f -failed runs out o-f these n runs 
The size o-f the errors, or the probability of inputs in 
uncovering these errors, remaining in the so-ftware, S(Er),is 
de-fined to be, 
S(Er) = l-R(l) 
the estimate o-f S(Er> is given' by 
S(Er)==nrVn 
I.IJ/. THE POISSON PROCESS : 
This is a process with discrete state space and continuous 
p a r a m e t a r s p a c: e. C o n s i d e i- t h e e v e r-i t s o c. c. u r i n c) u ru J e r t. h c? 
•f ol lowing postul ates. 
1. Events occuring in nonoverlapping intervals o-f time a.re 
independent o-f each other. 
2. There is a constant such that the probabilities o-f 
occurrence o-f events in a small intervals of length At are 
given as follows. 
a. PCNumber of events occuring in (t,t-+- At)=OIl = l-~>^t-+-OA(t) 
b. PCNumber of events occuring (t, t+'^t)--1 3= t-t-O(At) 
c. PCNumber of events occuring in (t, t-+-At > >1 3"0 ('^ t^) 
Where 0A(t) is such that 0<^t)/At — > 0 as/^ t — >0 
Under the assumptions 0,a,b,c, >is the mean number of events 
per unit time. Let X(t) be the number of events occuring in 
time COjtD.Tht? process CX(t)II is. stochastic and parameter 
spaceCt >=:0.1. For a given t,X(t) has the Poisson distribution 
with mean P-t. 
PCX(t)=K]=eKp(->t) ^ >t»*0/K! K=0,1,2 
The process CX(t)3is '..ifcherefore called the Poisson Process. 
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MARKOV PROCESS ; 
I-f -for any t>0,the or —fileds CX(s),s>t] and CX(s),s<t3 are 
conditionally independent, 
i.e. i-f -for every A ^cr CX (s) , 5>t Hand 
Ei€(r CX<r,) ,s<t3 
PCAnB/x<t) 'j==pi:A/x (t> J P C B / X (t) i 
with P-probability 1,then the process CX(t),t IRD is a 
Markov process. 
1.15. LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST B 
The 1 i kel i hood -f unct i or\ f or 
Likelihood Ratio Test introduced by Neym^tn and Pearson -for 
testing a hypothesis,simple againt alternative hypothesis,This 
test is related to the maximum likelihood estimates. 
Let XI,X2....... ,Xn be ai random sample from population with 
probability distribution -function -from either ;' .//;()<) or 
•f-yi'<x).We test the null hypothesis Ho: X i y~—^  f to < >< > versus 
HlcXi-^ -f-t,' (>•!) 
The test is de-fined by 
Reject Ho i-f r'-sk 
Accepted Ho if >>k 
Where k is nonnejgative constants, 
a sample XI,X2,.... Xn is given by 
n 
L(T;M1,)<2 xn) = TT -f(xi,Tl,T2,. 
i-=l 
According to the principle of manimum 1ikelihood,the 
likelihood equation for estimating any parameter Ti is given 
by 
dL(T;xl,x2, xn)/dTi = 0/ (i=l,2, k> ^1-|V 
We can obtain the maximum likelihood estimates for the 
parameters (Tl, T2, Tk) . Su.bti tuting these estimates in 
equation <1.4) we obtain the maximum Vculues of the likelihood 
function. 
Then the likelihood ratio test is defined to be 
= (x 1 j, w2, ...... xn ) ==Lo (T, X 1, x2, . . . . xn) /LI (T, x 1, x2, xn) 
Tk) (1 a> 
- Sup 1.. (7', X 1 , X2, xn) /Bup I.. ( T, x 1, x2 
T«To ' ' i Ter, 
Note that is a function of 
>(x1,x2,....xn).When the observations 
corresponding random variables XI,X2,,. 
;that is A-s <X1, X2, . . . . , Xn) -A is a 
variables Xl,X2,...,Xn and it self 
fact^js a statistic since it does 
parameters. 
)! n) 
X 1 , X 2 , . . . . Xn namely 
a r e r e p l a c e d ta y t h e i r 
. Xn, t t i e n we wr i t e A f QI- ;V 
f u n c t i o n o f t h e random 
a random v a r i a b l e . I n 
n o t depend on unknown 
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THEOF^Y OF- RELIABLITY AND f'AILURE MODELS 
2.1 THE FAILURE RATE CONCEPT : 
By an unit we mean an element,a system or a part of system 
on l i k e . A - f a i l u r e i s t h e p a r t i a l o r t o t a l lo<; or 
modification o-f the properties o-f the units in such a way that 
its functioning is seriously impeded or completely stopped. 
There are many physical causes that individually or 
collectively may be responsible for the failure of device £^ t 
any particular instant.lt may not be possible to isolate 
thesephysical causes eind account for all of them, and 
therefore to choice of a failure distribution is still an 
art.In view of these difficulties,it is necessary to appeal to 
a concept that make if possible to distinguish between the 
different distribution function on the basis of physical 
considerations. 
Such a. concep>t is based on the failure rate 
function,which is also known as hazard rate.In acturial 
statistics the hazard rate goes under the name of force of 
mortality,in extreme-value theory it is called intensity 
function and in economics its reciprocal is called Mill's 
Ratio. Let F(x) be a distribution function of the time the 
failure random variables X,and f(x) be its probability density 
function. Then the? failure rate is defined as 
h(w)« f (x) / (1--F(;:) ) , (2. l) 
Here 1-F<x) is calletJ the relictbility at time ;•; and will 
be denoted by R(K) or F(!<). 
Al so 
h(:<) = -R' (!<)/R(!<) , since f (x ) =--RM!! ) (2.2) 
The failure re-ite, which is a function of time, has a 
probabilistic interpretation,namely,h(x)dx represents the 
probability that a device which has functioned without failure 
upto time x will fail in the 
Let us now consider relation 
h (X) - ~R' (X)/R(X> 
=> -h(x) =d/dx log R(x) 
t i me interval !x,x+d! 
or 1 og F: (X ) = h(x)dx 
o 
or l-F(x) = exp T - h<x)dx3 (2.3; 
o 
From equcktion (2.1) we get 
f(x> =h(x) expC- h(s)dsa . {2.4; 
Therefor, given the function foriii of h(x),f (x) and F(x) 
can be easily determined from equation <2.3) i\nd (2.4). 
The mean residual life of a component of age x is defined as 
F(s)ds 16 
.)>( F- ( >! ) 
To asQist the choice of h(K), three types a-f- -fski lures generally 
have been recognized as having a time characteristic. The 
•first one,called the initial -f ai lure, mani f ests itsel-f shortly 
a-fter time K = 0 and generally begins to decrease during the 
initial period o-f operation. The second one called the chance 
failure, occurs during the period in which a device exhibits a 
constant -failure rate, general ly lower than that prevailing 
during the initial period. The cause o-f this -failure Is 
attributed the usually serve and unpredictable environmental 
conditions occuring during the? operating time of the device. 
The third type,called the wear-out failure,is associated with 
the gradual depletion of materisil or with an accumulation of 
shocks,fatigue and so on. The three types of failures have 
been classically represented by the bath tub fturve (see 
fixture) where in each of the three segments of the curve 
represents one of the three time periods, initial,chance,and 
wear—out. 
^(x.; 
rate 
C l m n c e Fo-il-ui'ci 
Th« bot^tub CUfi/f 
Wtdf- out 
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2.2 RENEWAL PF^OCESS : There are situations when after a 
failure,the unit is renewed. This renewal can assume 
various forms,it can be replaces with a new unit that is 
identical to it or it can be subjected to mainte^nance that 
completely restores all its original properties. It is a 
immaterial to us which type of renewal takes place. In what 
follows,we shall assumed that at the instant of failure 
the unit is replaced with a new one. 
Let us also suppose that the time required to 
cs^rry out renewal is negligibly small in comprarision 
with the life length of the unit. Suppose that the) unit begins 
operating at the instant t-O and continuous operating for a 
random period of time XI and then fails. At that 
instant jit replaced with a new unit which operate for a 
length o-f time X2,then fails and is replaced with a third 
unit.This process is continued indifinitely. It is natural to 
assumed that the life lengths XI,X2,.-.... of the units are 
independent. The random times XI,X2, have the same 
distribution which we denoted by F(t) 
F<t) -Prota. CXn-'.= tl 
The i n s t a n t o f - f a i l u r e o r r e n e w a l s 
t l==Xl 
t2==Xl+X2 
tn«XH-X2-i- H-Xn 
Constitute a random -flow which we call a renewal process. Let 
us suppose also that the mean life o-f a unit and its variance 
are finite. 
T=E<Xn) = Cl-F(t)Jdt 
Jo 
0-2 =V(Xn) =2 tCl-F<t) 3dt--T2 
Jo 
Suppose -finally that there enists a a continous 
distribution densi ty, f (x ) ==F (x ) . 
In the study of renewal proces ,a basic role is 
played by the random variable N(t), which is equal to 
the number o-f failures that take place in the time t. This 
random varitaale is defined by the conditionn. 
t N < -t > '-• t -•>. — t M < t: ) -H t 
It can assumed only non negative integral values. Let 
US find the distribution of N<t). First we note that 
Prob C N(t) >=nl •--- ProbCt-n-<t 'J 
= Prob LX1 + X2+ Xn < tl 
••==Fn (t) (2.5) 
Where the functions Fn (t) are the distribution laws 
of the t and are defined by 
't 
Fn (t) = Fn;;-! (t-x) dF (K ) Fl (t)=F(t) 
JO 
Thus from the equation (2.5) fallows that 
Pn (t)=Probi:N(t)==nD=Fn (t)- Fn+i (t) (2.6) 
In particular P(t) = l--F(t) 
These formulae yield the desired distribution of 
N(t) of fund£\mental significance in the study of a renewal 
process is the Renewal F-'unction H(t) Which is equal to the 
number of failures that occurs upto the instant t . 
Using equation (2.6) we can easily find this function 
ID 
H(t>=ECN(t)] =E nPn (t) 
n--=l 
=J: nCFn (t)-Fn;i., (t): 
n"-=l 
a> 
=^ 1^: nFn (t)-- (n--l)Fn (t): 
n==l 
CD 
=i: Fn (t) (2.7) 
n--=l 
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The mean number of- -failures during the 
interval «i <t. 1, t2) i B obviously equal to H(t2)-H(tl). 
Instead of the function H(t),we often consider 
its derivative 
h(t) = H'(t) 
The function h(t) is called the renewal density. It 
follows from (2-7> that the? renewal density is expressed by 
the series 
CO 
h(t) =--•£ fn (t) where fn (t) =---=F;^n(t) 
n = l 
The quantities Pn (t),H(t) and h(t) can be used to 
solve certain problems in reliability theory. Suppose, 
for eKamplesj,that we need to find the smallest number of spare 
parts units n that will be sufficiently for the time interv£\l 
to,t!l with probability no less than l-« (where a i s a small 
number). For n spare units to be sufficient for the 
time intervale 0,tll the number of failures in this 
time must not exceed n. From this we obtain condition for the 
determining n; 
Prob[:N(t)-<= ni >= l-« or Prob. CN(t) >n 3 -Ox 
From equation (2.5),, we obtain 
Fn+i (t) <<% 
The smallest n th^ Jt satisfies this inequality is the 
desired number of spare units. It should be noted that 
only in rare cases can we calculate Fn (t),the n-fold 
convolution of F(t),in classed form. 
2.3 MAINTENANCE POLICIES : 
In many situation,failure of unit during actual operation is 
costly or dangerous. If the unit is characterized by a failure 
rate that increases with age,it may be wise to replace it 
before it has aged too greatly. A commonly considered 
replacement policy is the policy based on age(age 
repl acemcjnt) . Such a policy is in force if a unit is always 
replaced at the time of failure or T hours after its 
instal 1 ation, whichc?ve:»r occurs first,T is ev constant unless 
otherwise specif i6?d. If T is random variable we shall refer to 
the policy as random age? replacement policy.Under a policy of 
block replacement the unit is replaced at time? 1 < KT 
(K==l,2 ) and at fai lures. This replacement policy derives 
its name from the commonly employed practice of replacing a 
block or group of units in a system at prescribed times 
KT(K=l,2,.......)independent of failure history of the system. 
For what component failure distribution would a replacement 
be beneficial ?. This question has been considered by several 
authors.G.R.Herd(1955) based his consideration solely on the 
failure rate.If the failure r^ ite is increasing age replacement 
should be considered G.Weiss(1956a) proposed that an 
age replacement policy would be beneficial if the expected 
time to an in service failure were a decreasing function of T. 
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Another criterion which has been considered is that i-F 
conditional mean life? o-f an item of- age t is dtscr easing in t,, 
art aQe rep 1 acemc?nt policy wou 1 d seem af:>propr i ate. 
2.3,, 1 REPLACEMENT BASED ON AGE : 
We de-fined an age replacement policy as one in which a 
unit is replaced T hours after its installation or at 
failure,which ever occurs -first. T is considered as constant. 
In this situation, it is of the value to know.for any spcscified 
length of time,the distribution and expected value of the 
number of planned replacements,the number of failures.The 
total number of removels caused by either planned 
replacement or failured replacement. This kind of Information 
is needed for comparing alternative replacement policies and 
in determining the number of spares to stock or the budget, 
required to maintain the equipment. 
2.3.2 MEAN TIME THE_FAILURE WITH REPLACEMENT : 
let S T (t) denote the probability that am item does 
not fail in service before time t,we assume that 
replacement occurs at failure or T hours after 
installation,whichover comes first. 
ThGn_ 
S T (t) =CF(T)'Jf' F(t--nt) _ 
where F is the failure distribution of the? unit F-1--F 
and nT<=t <(n-+-j|^ )T. Assuming that F has a densijty and 
differentiating S T (t) with respect to T,we see that STI (t) 
>= ST, (t) for all Tl <~ T2 if and only if F is IFR. This 
result indicate that age replacement increases survived 
probability when F has a decresing failure rate. 
2.3.3 COMPARISION OF AGE AND BLOCK REPLACEMENT POLICIES: 
Und£?r a policy of block replacement all componevits 
of a given type BrB replaced simulttaneously at a 
time KT (K==l, 2, ) independent of failure history of tlie 
system. 
We also assume that failed components are replaced 
at failure. These policies h£ive been investigated by 
R.F. Drenick<1966a),B.J.Flehinger(1962a) and E.L,Weiker(1959). 
They i:\rB perhaps more practical than age 
replacement policies since they do not require the keeping of 
records on component use. 
It will be useful to campare block replacement 
c\nd age replacement both using replacement interval T. 
Block replacement is more wasteful since more unfaild 
components are removed then under a similar policy based on 
age. Similarly the total number of both failed and unfailed 
components is greater. 
Let us denote the number of removals under a 
block policy in C0,t3 by Ng(t) and then number of removals in 
CO,tD using age replacement by NA(t.). 
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The folJ.ow:i.ng t h e o r e m s t a t e s t h a t N g ( t ) i s 
B t o c h c< t J, c a l l y 1 a r q e r- t h a r > M|\ ( t ) -
Theorem : Prob i:Np^(t) >-"n.l<= ProbCIM^Ct) >=^ n 3 
•for n-O, 1,2 
2.3.4 RANDOM REPLACEMfiINT: 
It is sometimes impractical to replace a mechanism in a 
strictly periodic -fashion. For eKample,a given mechanism may 
have a variable work cycle so that replacement in midcycle is 
impossible or impractical. In this case the replacement policy 
would have to be a random one, taking advantage of any -free 
time available for making replacements. 
Random age replacement procedures generate sevral 
associated renewal process which may be de-fined as -follows. 
Suppose -first that unit replacements arB made only upon 
•failure. Then the times between replacements CXk l<-~k<=-«> 3 
are identically,independently distributed random variables 
with distribution F and therefore -form a renewal process. Next 
let CYk ,1 <-=:K-=.;=co Ide-fines a renevj^ il process with 
corresponding distribution G .This sequence o-f random 
variables corresponds to successive planned replacement 
intervals that do not take into account any actual failures. 
Define a third associated renewal process CZk D where 
Zk ~min<Xk'",Yk ). Then CZk , l<-=K<==a) 3 consists of 
the intervals between successive removal caused by 
either failures or planned replacements following the 
replacement procedure defined by G. 
Let H(t)=P(Z-=:>t) then 1-Ht)-1-G (t) F(t) 
The expected time between successive removal is 
E (Z ) =•• F(t)G(t)dt 
o 
2.4 STOCHASTIC MODELS FOR COMPLEX SYSTEMS: 
In this section we consider more complex systems which are 
subject to a ce»rtain inspection, reipair, replacement policies, 
thereby assuming more than two possible states. At any 
instant in time the syst em can be in one of a number of 
possible states. The number of distinguished states depends 
on the number and function of the system equipments. 
The deterioration law of the system will usually be assumed to 
be Markovion (i.e. the futurecourse of the system depends only 
on its state at the present time and not on its past history). 
This model has been suggested by Klien (1962), among others. 
There are two reasons for suggesting a Mai^kov models to 
describe deterioration. F-'irst of all, if each ^ component have? 
approximately an exponential failure law,. The complete 
system can be described approximately by a Markov process. 
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Secondly the first order apprcximately description of many 
physical systems is that in which knowledge o-f the history of 
such systems contains no predictive value. A Markov pjrocess 
as the stockiistic equivalent of this type of process. 
2.4.1 MARKOV CHAIN, MAF^KOV PROCESS AND SEMI MARKOV F-'ROCESSES : -
Here we give a brief account of Markov Chains having a finite 
state space and either a discrete or continuous time 
parameter. We shall also discuss a more general process 
called • a 'Seme-Markov F-'rocess'. This process has an embedded 
discrete parameter Markov Chain and represents, figuratively 
speaking, a marrige of renewal theory and Markov Chein theory. 
These processes will be used to describe certain classes of 
system subject the insflection, replacement and repair. 
• A discrete parameter stockastic process tX(t),t=0,1,—J or 
continuous parameter process {X(t),t>=o} is said to be a 
Markov process if for any set of n time points in 
tl<t2<...<tn ii\ the inde;; set, of the process and any 
real numbers K1 , !<2, . . . , ;<n 
Prob CX(tn)<>Kn/X(tl)==:{l, X(tnM )=Xn-i ] 
=ProbCX(tn)< = Xn/X(tnn' )=XnH ] 
Intuitively this means that given the present st<ate of the 
process the future states of the process are independent of 
the past 
A discrete time Markove Chain is describved by a sequence of 
discrete valued random variable C X (tn) ,l<=n<=n> 1 
We can identify the times of state transitions by 
n=0|,l,2,... and the state at times n as X<n),It will be 
conV1 ni ent to 1 ab 1 e the states af tfie pr"ocess by non r\egative 
i nt i gers i ~0,1,2,..,m 
Thus a transition from i to j tneans a change from the state 
labelled i to a state labelled j. 
A Markove Chimin is determined when the one step transition 
probabilities of the staite variables are specified i.e. a 
conditional probability of a transiition at time n for each 
pair i,j=o,1,2,..,,m from state i to statej must be given. 
This probability is denoted by F|y "^•*-»'• =PrabCX (n + 1) =j/X (n) ==i 3 
When the transition probability functions depend only on the 
time difference i.e. F^y •"•*•*• =F|J''•.=Pi j 
V/e say that the Markov process as stationary in time. If we 
allow the initial state to be random, we suppose that the 
distribution functions of the initial state is given. It is 
customary to arrange the numbers p^^ as a matrix and refer to 
P=(pi;.'> as the Markov probability matrix of the process 
clearly, the values^ p^ :^ 
satisfy Pij>=0 andE Pi5=l;i,j=0,1,...,m 
j = o 
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Two states i and j are said to communicate thatiji^j i-f and 
only if there exists intigers nij >o and nji >a such 
that pyjr,iJ> >o and Pj-,*"*-'> •. >0 , where Pij"> iethe 
probability that starting in state i <\Me will be 
in state j after n stepjs. An ergodic set o-f states is one 
in which all states communicate and which can not be lejft once 
entered.An ergodic state an element of an ergodic set, An 
absorbing state is on element ergodic set, i.e. i is an 
absorbing state if and onlylf p,'j =1. 
• r r'..• '„ A state is called transient if it is not 
ergodic. We define the period of a state i, written as d(i), 
to be the grea-test common division of all integers n>=l 
for which 
'^IT >0. If d(i) = l,the state i said to be nonperiodic. 
The Markov Chain process can be generalised in a natural way 
to a semi-Markov process as follows.Let P~(Pij) denote the 
transition probability matrix of a time homigeneous Markov 
Chain with m+1 states (i.e. i,j = o,i,2|, - - m) . 
We define a stocKastic process CZ(t),t>OIl where Z(1->-i denotes 
that the process the statei a time t. Given that the process 
has just entered a state, say i the selection of the next 
state js made selection of the next state is made according to 
the matrix P=((p^l)).The distribution function from the "wait" 
of the process in state i given that the next transition will 
be to state j is denoted by Fij(t>.Let Q<t>=((Fij(t)).The 
process is Markovian only at certain "Markov points" is time 
at which the state transitions take place. 
If we specify the vector of initial probabilities 
(a^jaj a<n)) , the resulting process is called a Seme-Markov 
process. If we let Nj (t) denote the number in <:0,tj that the 
process is in st^ t^e j, the family of vectors. 
•tNO(t) ,N1 (t) , Nm(t)>, t>=0 
is called a Markov renewed process (Pyke 1961 a) 
A time homogenous Markov chain is a Seme-Markoce process where 
Fi j (x) = 0 x <1 
= 1 x>=l 
A stable,continous time parameter Markov process is a Semi-
Markov process in which al lwo.»ti.jtime distributions are 
exponential,i.e. 
Fij(t') = l-exp(-dit) ,t>=0 
for constants di>0 for every i. If there is only one state a 
Markov renewal process becomes a renewal process. 
2.5 THE EXPONENTIAL FAILURE MODEL : 
The probability density function (pdf)of the exponential 
failure model can be obtained either from the hasard-rate concept 
or by considering the Wctiting time between arrivals in a Poisson 
process.The latter situation will be considered first. 
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In the situation 
to -failure o-f the 
Consider a situation where in the device under 
consideration is subjected to an environment E,which is some 
isort o-f random process. SuppoGe that thiis r)roceBS qc?neratftH; 
shocks,which are distributed according to the Poisson 
distribution, with a parameter^. The device will -fail only i-f a 
shock occurs and will not -fail otherwise- One is interested in 
the random variable T,where T denotes the time interval 
between the succesive occurences o-f shacks, 
being discussed, T represents the time 
device. 
Let 
R(t) = P(T>=t) 
= P-[no shocks occured during (0,t) 
and Let t = o donate the time when the most recent shock 
occured. Since the shocks occur according to the F'ostulates of 
a Poisson process, the probability that o shock occurs can be 
obtained by using the inverse Laplace trans-form o-f Poisson 
process i.e. 
Pm(x)=e!'!p (- >x) * (AK)'"/m! m=0,l,2,.... We get 
R(t) = exp(-7t) thus P(T-c:=t)=l-exp(- At) 
and pdf o-f T is given by -f-p < t) =>exp (~ At) 
The same eKpression -for the pd-f T could be obtained -from the 
hazard-rate concept, since the assumption of a random 
occurrence of shocks with a parameter A implies a constant 
hazard rate, 
h(t)= ,for t>=0 
Now i~f^(.t) can be obtained from equation (2.4) as 
rt 
h (i<) dvs 3 o r f-- ( t ) = A ev;p (-- A t ) a n d f - | - ( t ) = - h ( t ) e K p C -
e q u a t i o n < 2 . 3 ) g i v e s 
F 7 - ( t ) - = l ~ e > ! p ( - A t ) o 
A more general form for the exponential distribution can be 
obtained if 
h(t)=0, 0<=t<A 
= >' ,t>=A 
Then f-p(t) = A exp ( 
=0 
and F-f (t) K^l-exp (--
=0 
Often A is referred to 
parameter.This section is 
A(t-A)),t>=0 
,t<A 
>(t-A) ) ,t>=-^ A 
,t<A 
as the threshold or the shift 
concluded by emphasizing the fact 
that the exponential distribution can be chosen as a failure 
distributionif and only if the assumption of a constant hazard 
rate can be justified. This assumption implies that the 
failure of CB device is due, not to its deterioration as a 
result of wear, but to random shocks that occur according to 
the postulates of a Poisson process. Conversely, it is also 
to be noted that the interarrival time between the epochs 
(shocks) of a Poisson process has an exponential distribution. 
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An exponential distribution with A=o and 
exponential density, is illustrate in figure 
A= 1, the unit 
2.6. THE GAMMA DISTRIBUTION:-
The Gamma distribution is a natural extension o-f the 
exponential distribution and has sometimes been considered as 
a model is life test problems (Gupta and Grol1, 1961). It can 
be derived by considering the time to the k th successive 
arrival in a poisson process or, equivalently, by considering 
the k-fold convolution of an exponential di F.tr i but i on . The 
Gamma distribution is the continuous analog of- the negative 
binomial distribution, which can also be obtained by 
considering the sum of k variables with a common geometric 
distribution. 
Consider a situation in which the unit under consideration 
operates in an environment where shocks are generated 
according to a Poisson distribution, with a parameter A . 
Further suppose that the unit will fail only if exactly k 
'^shocks occur and will not fail until then. One is interested 
in the random variable .T**** where T'**^  denotes the time for 
the occurrence if the kth shock. In the situation being 
considered Ti^'> represents the time to failure of the unit. 
To obtain the pdf of + r^  m it is to be noted that 
Pi:t<T*^'><t+ A tJ=PLexactly K-1 Shocks 
exactly 1 Shock occurs in (t,t+At) 
occur i n (0,t) and 
Since the number of shocks that occur the -tOjt!)- us given by 
the Poisson mass function. 
f(t) A t = lim PCt<T««-=> <t+ AtD=(exp(- ^t) ( ^ t)"-*/(k-1) ! )>At 
<^-t —-»o 
Hence fJ-'^(t) = (exp(- ^ t) (<>t )"=-'•-^/rk) , k>=l,k>=0 C2-8) 
(2.8) 
Where IK• =(K-1) ! is the gamma function. 
2.7. THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION :-
Recently the Weibull distribution has emerged as the most 
popular parameteric family distributions. Its applicabbi1ity 
to a wide variety of failure situation was discussed by 
Weibull (1951); it has been used to describe vaccum tube 
failures (Kao,1958) and ball bearing failures (Liebtein and 
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Zelen 1956). Where as the applicability o-f the exponential 
distribution is limited because o^^ the assumption o-f a 
constant hazard rate, the? family of Weibull distributions can 
be written .'to include increasing and decreasing hazard rates 
as well. Since many -failure encountered in practice, 
especially those pertaining to nonelectronic parts, show an 
increasing -failure rate (i.e. due to deterioration or Wear), 
the Weibull distribution is use-ful in describing -failure 
patterns o-f this type. 
The Weibull distribution can be derived either from the hazard 
rate concept or as the asymptotic distribution -functions,In 
this section a derivation o-f this distribution using an 
appropriate hazard rate, is illustrated. 
I-f the hazard rate h(K) is some power function o-f x say. 
h(x)=a/n(>i- -f/y\)^-^,{i,\>0, ^iO, x>y 
~0 , )<<y 
equation(2.3) and (2.4) give 
•fX(M> ={i /^ (x-y/r^ )'»-* expC~(!;- /^•n)'»] ^  x>=f 
and Fj^ (K)=l~e;(pC--(><- ^/T^)'»:], X>=f 
As illustrated in Figure the hazard rate for the Weibull 
distribution is decreasing (increasing) in x-i i-f^  <ll(l >1) 
and is indepeneelent o-f ;< i-f', /?=1 When (5 =1 the Weibull 
distribution specializes to the exponential distribution, and 
when (^ =2 the resulting distribution is known as the Rayleigh 
distribution;!^ is also known as the shape parameter and f is 
the location parameter. 
2.8 THE GUMBEL (EXTREME VALUE) DISTRIBUTION s~ 
The Type I asymptotic distribution o-f the smallest or the 
largest extreme is also known as the Gumtael distribution and 
is often used as a -failure model -for series and parallel 
systems, as well as in cases where -failure is due to corrosive 
processes. In general, its applicability can be justified 
whenever the phenomenon causing -failure depends on the 
smallest or the largest value o-f a variable, the under lying 
distribution o-f which is of the exponential type. It is 
called the Gumbel distribution who used it extensiv ely in the 
study of floads, aeronautic's, me-lejorology, breaking strength, 
geology, and navel enginee?r i ng . 
The Gumbel distribution for the smallest extreme can be 
derived either from the hazard rate concept by taking F(x) to 
be some kind of an exponentii^l function. It is also true 
that, if X is natural logarithm of a random variable T, and if 
T has a two parameter Weibull distribution, X has the Type I 
asymptotic distribution of smallest extreme. If the hazard 
rate h(x)is some exponential! function of x , say h (x )-exp) (x ) ,-
-co < X <. <D 
Equations (2.4) and (2.3) give 
fX (X ) =exp (X ) exp ( -exp (x ) ) , ~ » <)<<m ....(2.9) 
and F)( (x ) =l-expC-exp (x ) D , -co <x-::> .... (2. 10) 
ft " 1 (exponential case) 
* - Time axis 
/I • 1 
(3 " 1 (oxpononlial case) 
•>- Time axis 
3.0 I 
l i 2.01 
1,0 
(<•) 
Timu axis 
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A standard form for the Type I asymptotic distribution of the 
smallest extreme is given by Gumble (1958) as 
r-'x (U ) •" 1 -exp C -ew p (X -- '^ ) A\ 3 , -<•> < ;< O .... (2.11) 
2.9 THE LOGARITHMIC NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
Until recently,the logarithmic normal distribution received 
relatively minor attention in the statistical litera.ture 
mainly because its applicability was limited to some rare 
situations in small-particle statisties,economics and 
biology(Goldthwaite 1961) of late however,because of its wide 
applicability to reliability problems,especial 1y in the area 
of maintainabi1ity,and the certain fracture problems,its use 
has become more widespread.For semi conductor devices its 
plausibility was empirically demonstrated by Howard 
Doelson(1961> and by Peck(1961).Its acceptability as a failure 
distribution is indicated by the life test sampling plans 
developed for it(Gupta,1962). 
The logarithmic normal distribution implies that the 
logarithmic of the life times are normally distributed,hence 
it can be easily der iv€?d by a simple logarithmic 
transformation. The haitard rate of the logarithmic normal 
distribution as a function of time is an increasing function 
followed by a decreasing function,and can be shown the 
approach zero for large lifetimes and at the initial 
time(Goldth Waite,1961).For this reason the derivation of the 
logarithmic normal distribution from the hazard ratB is 
difficult.Its derivation by a logarithmic transformation is 
shown below. 
Let X be time-to-failure random variable of a device 
and let T=log: X be distributed normaly with parameters \J 
and 0- .Thus ff (t) = l/->r2iT0- expC-1/2 (t-p) 2/cr2 "J -a> <K<<n. It 
follows from the above that the pdf of X, g^(x),is given by 
g^ (x)-l/-J'2iTorx expC-1/2 (logx-p) ^/<r?- 3, x >0 
=0 other wise (2.12) 
This is the logarithmic normal pdf for X and is customarily 
written as follows X~'A(p,(r^), The logarithmic normsil 
distribution can be derived more fundamentally by considering 
a physical process where in failure is due to fatigue cracks. 
It is because of this distribution that the plausibility of 
the logarithmic normal distribution for failure problems seems 
acceptable. 
Let XI < X2 <Xn be a sequence of randonm 
variables that denote the sizes of a fatigue cracke at 
successive stages of its growth. A "proportional effect model" 
is assumed for the growth of these cracks (Kao 1965).This 
implies that the crack growth at stage i, Xi-Xi-i is randomly 
proportional to the size of the crack,Xi*| and that the item 
fails when the crack size reaches Xn. Let Xi-Xi^| -iri Xi-j 
i = l,2, n whereiTi , the constant of proportionality is a 
random var i abl e. The? initial size of the crack XO,can be 
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interpreted as the sise o-f minute -flaws, voids, and the like in 
the item. The rri 3.re assumed to be independently distributed 
random variatalejs that need not have a common distribution for 
al 1 i ' s. 
Thus 
<Xi-Xi-| ) / (Xi^ i )==^iTi ,i=-l,2, ,n 
n n 
or EiTi = S (Xi-Xi^,') / (Xi-i ) 
i=l i=l 
I-f the change, Xi-Xi-i is small at each step, 
n n 
STri =• X (AXi-r )/(Xi-| > 
i=l i=l 
Where <^ Xi-i . = Xi-Xi-| 
In the limits, as AXi-j — > 0 ctnd n becomes Large 
n rXn 
S-rri -~ 1/XdX = logXn-logXb 
i=l JXo 
n 
or lagXn=J:-n-i +logXb 
i«l 
since the ]y{ ,by assumption,are independently distributed 
random variables,by the central limit theorem,it follows that 
they converge in distribution to a random distribution.Thus 
logXnjthe life length of the item,for large n,is 
asymptotically normally distributed and hence Xn,has a 
logarithmic normal distribution. 
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CHAPTER-III 
A THEORY OF SOFTWARE RELIAEn.LITY AND ITS APPLICATION 
' ^ tt 1 INTRODUCTION 5 The Theory permits the estimation,in a 
advance o-f a project, of the amount of testing in terms of 
execution time required to achieve a specified reliability 
goalCstated as a mean time to failure(MTTF)],Execution time 
can then be related to calendar time,permitting a schedule to 
be developed.Estimates of execution time and calendar time 
remaining until the reliability goal is attained can be 
continually remade as testing proceeds,based only on the 
length of the execution time intervales between failures. The 
current MTTF and the number of errors remaining can also be 
estimated.Maximum likelihood estimation is employed,and 
confidence intervals are also established.The forgoing 
information is obviously very valu£ible in scheduling and 
monitoring the progress of program testing.A program has been 
implemented to compute the foreging que^ nti t i es. 
The reliability model that has been developed can be used 
in making system trade offs involving software or software and 
hardware componcents. It also provide a soundly based unit of 
measure for the comparative evaluation of various programming 
techniques that are expected to enhance reliability. 
The model has been applied to four medium sized software 
development projects,all of which have completed their life 
cycles. Measur€?ments taken of MTTF during operation agree well 
with the F)redictions made at the end of system test. A software 
reliability model has been used by J.D.MUSA(1975)during 
software development projects. 
The application of the concepts of reliability to the 
description of the performance of computer programs is in its 
infancy.Obviously,however,reliabi1ity is an extremely 
important performance parameter whose qualification is 
desperately needed.Potential uses of software reliability 
figures include the fallowing. 
(i) making intelligent system design tradeoffs between 
rel i atai 1 i ty, perf ormavice, cost, schedules, and other factors for 
and between the programs themselves and other system elements", 
as we.l 1 . These trade offs may be made both at the start of the 
projectsand as it proceeds.They may involve combination of 
software reliability parameters with those of other system 
components to obtain system reliability estimates or 
allocation of system reliability goals among subsystem's, one or 
more of the subsystems being computer programs. 
(ii) Scheduling or monitoring progress of a testing effort by 
using continually updated estimates of current 
reliabi1ity.Included in the forgoing is determining when to 
terminate a testing effort. 
(iii) Comparatively evaluating the effects on reliability of 
different design techniques,coding techniques,testing 
techniques,and documentation approaches. 
The concept of software reliability differes from that of 
hardware reliability in that failure is not due to a 
"wearingout" process. Once a software defe?cts is properly 
fixed,it is in general fixed for all time.Failure usually 
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occurs only when a prDgram is exposed to an environment that 
it was not designed or tested for. The large number o-f possible 
states of a program and its inputs make perfect comprefiension 
of the program requirements and implementation and complete 
testing of- the program generally 
impossible.Thus,softwarereliabi1ity is essentially a measured 
of the confidence we have in the design and its ability to 
function properly in all environments it is expected to be 
subjected to.In the life cycle of software there are generally 
one or more test phases during which reliability improves as 
errors are identified and corrected,typically followed by a 
nongrowth operational phase during which further correction 
are not made(far practical and economic resasons) and 
reliability is constant. 
Despite the foregoing differences,the software reliability 
model derived in this chapter is compatible with hardware 
reliability models may be combined with them,using standard 
techniques,to compute system reliability figures. 
Jelinki and Moranda(1972) developed one of the earliest 
software reliability models,describing what they call a 
"deeutrophication process"in which the error detection rate is 
proportional to the numbers of errors remaining,and applying 
max i mum 1 i kel i hood est i mat i on to its parameters. Shooman (1972--
73) used a similar model,relating error detection rate also to 
the program size and instruction processing rate.He 
investigated various models for error correction and proposed 
a two point parameter estimation approach.Schneidewind(1972) 
took an empirical approach and sugt^ested a reliability 
prediction scheme based on fitting failure intervals with an 
appropriate reliability function.He has developed models for 
error dtection and correction process and applied maximum 
likelihood estimation to the determination of the parameters 
of theBe processes Schnei dewi nd (1975) . L.i 111 ewood and 
Verral 1 (1973) developed a very general Eiayesian reliability 
growth for software in which repair actions diminish the 
failure rate in a probabilistic rather than deterministic 
fashion. 
3.2 EXECUTION TIME MODEL-ASSUMPTIONS 
The execution time; software reliability model can be applied 
theori tical 1 y to any phase of test of t<ny £?xecutable program 
or program unit(or release of a multiplerelease series)and 
test environment that satisfies a few simple requirements. 
1. Any errors in the program are independent of each other 
and are distributed any time with a constant average occurance 
rate (perinstruction) throughout the program. 
2. Types of the instructions are reasonablly well mixed and 
execution time between failure is large compared to average 
instruction time. 
3. The potential test space for the program "covers" its use 
space. 
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4. The set of inputs fear each run o-f the progracrij, whether 
during a test or operational phase,is selected randomly. 
5. All -failures are observed. 
6. The error causing each failure is -fixed before testing 
resumes or its rediscovery is not counted again. 
Note that Requirement 1 implies that the number o-f -failures 
occuring in a given execution time has a Poisson 
distribution(the parameter changed whenever an error is 
corrected).The execution time between the occurance of 
failures will be distributed exponentially. 
It should be emphasized that the model is a statistical 
one, it does predict,-for example, preci sely when t.he next 
-failure will occure but only the most likely time and a set of 
con-fidence intervals. 
3.3 DERIVATION OF EXBiCUTION TIME COMF^ONENT OF MODEL. 
3.3.1 BASIC DERIVATION : 
Let t be the execution time or actual processor(Central 
Processing L) n i t ' C P U' ) t i m e t.i t i 1 i r e d i n e; s e c u t i n g t h e p r- o g r a m 
up to the present and let t' represent execution time 
projected -from the present in to the -future. Let N be the 
number of i nherent (ex i s-b.i ng before the test phase) errors in 
program.We will consider N as constant.Let n be the net number 
of errors corrected and n© be the number of errors 
remaining(both are function of t)then 
no=--N-n (3.1) 
with requirement 1 and 2 satisfied,the instantaneous failure 
rate or hazard function h of real lability theory will be 
proportional to no and the linear execution frequency 
f (average instruction execution rate divide?d by number of 
instructions in the program) 
Thus 
h(t) = Kfnb (3.2) 
Where the proportionality constant K is an error exposure 
ratio which relates error frequency to linear execution 
frequency.Note that hazard function is independent of t' as 
long as we do not let t' range beyond the time of correction 
of the next error.Hence we have a piecewise-canstant failure 
rate model,with the rate parameter changing at discrete 
intervals.By using (3.1) and (3.2) we get 
h(t) =fKN~fK.n (3.3) 
Now, Requirements 5 and 6 fjlus the assumption (for the 
moment)that we do not spawn any new errors in the process of 
error correction imply that the error correction rate dn/dt 
will be equal to the error exposure rate.This deceptively 
simple result(in hindsight) in one of the keys to the 
development of the execution- time model.Thus 
dn/dt = h(t) (3.4) 
If we combine (3.3) and (3.4) we obtain the differentila 
equation. 
dn/dt + fKn = fKN (3.5) 
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Since n = 0 at t - 0, the solution o-f (3.5) is given by 
n = N[:i~ewp(--fl<t) 3 <.3.6) 
The relic^bility a-f the program is conveniently characterized 
by its MTTFT,given by 
T=l/h(t) .- (3.7) 
By using (3.3),(3.6) and (3.7) we obtain 
T=(l/-fKN)exp(fKt) (3.8) 
Let TO be the initial MTTF be-fore testing. Then 
TO - l/fKN (3.9) 
We may rewrite (3.8) as 
T««TO e«p (t/NTO) (3.10) 
Note that MTTF exhibi ts"grawth" as te-»sting proceeds.lt Is 
eas'-y to express results interms o-f reliability by using a 
basic relationship between reliaitallity and the? hazard function 
and (3.7) 
rt 
h(t)d)<]=expC-t' h(t) 3 
o 
«exp(-t*/T) (3.11) 
R(t,t'' ) = expC-
3.3.2 GENERALIZATIONS OF MODEL 
It will be noted that in the derivation we temporarily 
assumed that no new BrrorB were spawned in the process of 
error correction. This is not a bad 
approximation,however,greater generality is readily 
obtained. Let us de-fine an error reduction -factor B as the 
average ratio of the rat© of- reduction of errors to the rate 
of failure occurence.This factor can be measured for a 
similar project and environment.For large projects it appears 
likely that B may not vary from project to project because of 
large sample averaging effects.Now the error correction rate 
becomes 
dn/dt = Bh(t) (3. 12) 
We have ignored one other consideration which is easily 
incorporated in the model.Failures generally occur more 
frequently during testing than during use of a program because 
the test cases are usually planned to "compress reality" 
somewhat. 
To visualize the relationship of testing to use,consider 
the space of the A possible different sets of inputs expected 
during use.The point represents the ath set,assume it will 
occur a total of rd times during the life of the system. If ma', 
is the number of failures and ta the execution time associated 
with a "run" involving the ath input set,then the failure rate 
h' during use is given by 
A 
h'=r ma/r'ata (3.13) 
a=l 
Let ra be the number of occurrences of the ath input set 
during test. Since the potential test space must cover the 
input space,the average failure rate h during test is 
A 
h= H ma/ra ta (3.14) 
a=l 
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Where ra >=l.We will define a testing compression -factor 
C as the average ratio o-f rate o-f detection of -f ai lures<wi th 
execution time) during test to that during use. Thus 
A 
E 
a-1 m£^ /ra ta 
C = (3.15) 
A ma/r'a ta 
i: 
a=l 
1-f ra - r* a then C=l. However,, usual 1 y ra. < r* a and Ol.If 
ra=l <no test are repeated).C is maximized. It is not. generally 
possible to compute C. However,this -factor may be measured for 
similar testing environments or estimated -from the test length 
and the use period the test is belived to represent. With this 
added consideration, the error correction frnte now becomes 
dn/dt = BCh(t) (3.16) 
I-f we let m represent the number of -failures experienced in 
correcting n errors and MO the number o-f -failures required to 
expose and remove the N Inherent errors,we will have 
m « n/B (3. 17) 
and 
MO = N/B (3. 18) 
We may rewrite (3.5),using (3.3),(3.16),(3.17) and (3.18) as 
dm/dt + BCf Km = BC-f KMO (3. 19) 
Then 
m = MOC 1 -ex p (-BC-f Kt) 3 (3. 20) 
Now from (3. 3) , (3. 7) , (3. 17) , (3. 18) and (3.20) we get 
T = (l /Bf KMO) exp (EiCf Kt) (3.21) 
Using (3.9) and (3,18), we have 
T = TO exp(Ct/MOTO) ...... (3.22) 
3.3.3 RELATED USEFUL RESULTS : 
The number of failures m that must be detected and 
corrected to achieve an increase in MTTF from Tl to T2 may be 
obtained by combining (3.9),(3.18),(3.20) and (3.21) to yield 
m = HOC1-TO/TJ (3.23) 
and then -forming 
m •-  m2-ml •= MOTOf. 1/Tl - 1/T2J (3.24) 
The additional execution time required to attain to MTTF" 
increase is readily obteiine^ d by manipulating (3.22) to yield 
At = MOTO/C In(T2/Tl) (3.25) 
3.4 CALENDAR TIME COMPONENT OF MODEL 
3.4.1 DERIVATION : We shall now relate execution time t to 
calendar time r.The calendar time component of the model is 
most practically applied to the system test phase of a 
project.The pace of testing is constrained by thre^ e limited 
resources,failure identi f ication,personnel,failure correction 
personnel and computer time. Although the quantities of these 
resources to be used may be more or less freely established in 
the early steiges of a project, increases are generally not 
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•feasible by the time cDne has reached the system test phase 
because o-f the long lead times required -for training and 
computer procurement.At any given value of t,one of the 
constraints will be limiting and the other two resources will 
not be -fully uti 1 i :jed. Hence i-f we let dxj/dt, d'ly/dt and dre/dt 
reprtjsent the instantaneous calendar time to e^Kecution time 
ratios that result -from tht? e-ffects of each o-f the resource 
constarints taken alone,respectively,then we have 
Ar=^*max (dTJ./dt,dT^/dt,dT<;;/dt)dt (3.26) 
The integration will be divided in to segments, each o-f which 
is associated with a constraining resource.The calendar time 
model we will develop depends on various averaxge resource 
expenditure statistics determined -for similar program 
development environments.lt must be applied in a 
statisticalsensG, one can predict "most 1 i kt?ly "values and 
determine con-fidence intervals but precise prediction is not 
possible.lt is assumed that the project for which calendar 
time predictions ar^i being made is large enough so that small 
sample e-f-fects o-f di-f-ferent programmer skill levels and levels 
o-f task di-fficulty may be ignored (unless they are known i^ nd 
can be accounted -for).We also assumed that computer turnaround 
time is kept short enough so that total wait time involved in 
correcting each failure is negligible in comparison with 
average -failure correction work time required per -fan. 1 urte (note 
tJiat there i susua 11 y only or-ie approach* to the macI > i ne for- eacI) 
-failure i dent i-fi cat i on, hence turnaround time has little e-f-fect 
on that process) . Experience has indicated that £*11 three 
resource requirements may be closely approximated by a model 
of the form 
X.=---e At -+-P Am (3.27) 
Where ?t is the resource? requirement, 9 is the average resource 
expenditure rate? with execution time, and p i s the avercjge 
resource expenditure per failure.Identification of failures 
requires work and computer time that increses with the amount 
of execution time used and the related amount of test output 
generated.Also each failure requires work for verification and 
determination of its specific nature.Correct ion of failures 
requires work and computer time that is proportional to the 
number of failures(note that m failures are worked on even if 
only n errors are effectively fixed). 
Correction is considered to include repeating to test that 
previously caused to failure and all change documentation 
prepared during (note after)the test period Now,using 
(3.9),(3.18),(3.20) and (3.27). We obtained 
y.=e At-+-pMo-Cexp(-Cti/MoTo)-exp(-Cta./MoTo)3- (3.28) 
Let P present the number of available personnel or the 
availckble computer shifts. The latter quantity is measured in 
terms of prescribed work periods(customary work period 
including average overtime)to put it on the same basis as 
personnel. 
For example,if the prescribed work week is 40 hr and the 
computer is available 120 hr/week ,P-3 for the computer.It is 
assumed that both the failure identification and failure 
n 
correction pGrsonnel aro avc^ilable to work the same prescribed 
work week(which may include overtime).This does not mean that 
they actually do so.Let be a utilization factor(discussed 
later). Then the e-f-fective available personnel or computer 
shifts is/^P. 
The calendar time requireme^nt a5soci£<ted with each resource is 
AT=(e /P/° ) -i^  t + MO>Jl/P^  Ce)-!p<-C/MOTO) ti )-exp (-Ctz VMOTO) 
M n « M \ 'HJ a jiLm I t 
Differentiating (3.29),we obtain 
dT/dt =e/P/=>+ (Cp /PT0/5bxp (-Ct/MOTO) (3. 30) 
Using (3.30),we obtain 
dT/dt = (eT+CK)/P/'T <3.31) 
For convenience,we will change the variable of integration in 
(3.26),using (3.22) 
PTa, 
AT= MOTO/C 1/T max C (OkT+CjAk )/Pk/^ T3dT, (3.32) 
JTa '^ 
Where k may be C,F or I. Now for each segment 
Ark = MOTO/Pk/^ CMk d/Tk/' - l/Tk^ .) +ek /C In(Tk^/Tk|) . . ./'5-55J 
Where -^i > ^ j ^^^ integration units for that segment and k is 
chosen to maximize 
(Ok T+ C>lk ) /Pk/^T 
for any value of T in the segment. 
The segment integration limits are a subset of T1,T2 and 
three transition points obtained by equating drk/dt and 
d'rk'/dt for k=C,F,I and k'=F,I,C respectively. The transition 
points are given by , , 
Tkk'=C(PkJAk'/^ - Pk'Xk/J^ ) / ( P k % Ok ~ Pk /^ Ok') (3.34) 
Some of the transition points may be outside the intejrval C 
Tl,T2],they are,of course,ignored. 
In order to express A T in terms of execution time, we may 
substitute (3.25)in (3.33) to yiled for each segment 
ATk = 1/Pk/^ CMOjJlk •Cexp(-Ctk|'/M0T0)-exp(-Ctk2:/M0T0)> +ek At ] (3 55"; 
M « It M \ • • 
In general,it is difficult to expressAt explicity in terms of 
AT except in the case of a test phase which is compleetely 
failure-correction-personnel-1imited(and with©p =0) and for 
the region t << MOTO/C.In this situation(3.35) simplifies to 
At - P^TO/'p /Cj^ p) AT (3.36) 
This expression may be useful for tracking l;.l>e amount of 
testing that should be completed at any point in calendar 
time. 
The existence of "repair data" may stimulate one to 
consider applying the concept of availability to operational 
software.The concept can be applied,of course,only if defects 
are fixed during the operational period of the program,a 
situation that does not necessarily obtain.Avai1abi1ity is 
more difficult to compute for software than hardware,si nee the 
failure rate change in stepwise fashiion as each error is 
corrected.However,Trivedi and Sheoman(1975) have developed an 
approach b£»sed on failure and correction rates expressed in 
calendar time. 
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3,4.2 UTILIZATION FACTORS : 
During the -f ai 1 nre~i denti-f ication-personnel ~1 imi ted 
period,there is usually no reason why available -failure 
identification personnel can not be -fully used,hence '1= 1 
In the -failure-correction-personnel-limited period,available 
-failure correction personnel can not be fully employed at all 
times because o-f the unpredictaible identi f iccition times of 
-failures and inequality in load among the identi-fication of 
•failures is a time-invariant Poisson process in calendar 
time(mutual independence of failures has already be postulated 
and the fact that the failure rate with respect to calendar 
time is constant during the f ai lure-correction-personnt^i-
limited period will be demonstrated shortly). LetAbe the 
pctrameter of the process. As failures srs identif i ed, they i-\rB 
apportioned among Fp debuggers for correction in accordance 
with their assigned cireas of program responsi bi 1 ity. Since one 
of the postulates of the execution time model implies that 
testing must be well distributed across different parts of the 
program,this assignment of failures may be viewed as resulting 
in a random selection of debuggers from a calendar time point 
of view. Hence, the input rate to each debuggers is^ '/Pf-
It will be asBumc^d that the correction of failures is also a 
time-invarient Poisson process.This implies that the 
correction of failures is independent of the correction of 
other failures and that the probability that an error is fixed 
during any time period of debugging effort is equal to the 
probability that it is fixed in any other such time 
period.This is a fairly good assumption,although it may 
somewhat overestimate the proportion of errors with short fix 
times.The service rate of each debugger for correction is seen 
to be 1/Mc.The until ization factor p)^ for each debugger is 
defined(in queing theory) as the ratio of input rate to 
service rate or pF =A/^F/Pfr (3.37) 
Experience has indicated that testing is stopped whenever an 
excessive backlog of failures is building up for any one 
debugger and hence impeding the identification and correction 
of other failures in his program area.The probability that a 
particular debugger has a queue of m^ ' or more failures 
awaiting correction or being corrected is pF'"^ in the steady 
state, assuming pm<n Nitr -no d-ebugj^ JrVva^  ^  Ofyns.trt falLuf^  (lfijjLu.eJ 
pF < i Machol (1965) .The probabi li ty X'<>S ^ "^ - il-pF*^'-'' (3.38; 
Therefore, we may assure with probability pm'Q that no debugger 
has m(5 or more failures to work on at any given time by 
1imiting pF to 
pF =( l-{3mQ* • " * ' ' ) ' - ^ " • ^ (3.39) 
Note that the restriction yPF -i". 1 is satisfied for (3.39)-If we 
control pF at the value indicated in (3.39) we will maximize 
effective man power and prevent excessive backlogs.Note that 
w e-> will a 1 s o m a i n t a i n > c o n s t a n t, j u s t i f y i n g a p r e v i o u s 
assumption.Use of the steady-state value of probability for 
queue length results in a small over estimate of time 
expended, since queues i\re actually shorter during the buildup 
transient.However,we also have assumed that identification and 
correction of failures are pararllel processes.Correction,of 
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course, always -follows identi f ication, so that there are 
intervals at the start and at the end of the test phase during 
which only one process is occuring.Thus our assumption result 
in a small under estimate of calendar time expended.lt will be 
assume that the two foregoing factors appro;-! imately cancel. 
The computer utilization factor pC basically determined by 
the need to control turn around time such that wait time is 
negligible(as previously mentioned).If turn around time can 
not be controled<e.g. in the case of small project using a 
general computation faci1ity),Then pC should be set to its 
actual value and n'tr should be increavsed by the ratio of 
correction work time? plus wait time to correction work time. 
Parameter of Reliability Model are 
B,€.,i,K,N,Fc,Pr,Pj,Tfr,Or,Oi,^^,y^^,Hj,pC and pF. 
3.5 ESTIMATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS 
A number of parameters have been defined in preceeding 
sections that must be evaluated inorder to specify the 
reliability model completely«The esential ones are listed 
above.The average parameter values used for the four 
validating projects is given where they have any possible 
significance for other projects.Presently,previous experience 
with at least one-' similar application in a similar development 
environment is necessary to obtained good parameters 
estimates. However , i t appears probttble that, as further data are 
t aken, V3ome of t he par amet er s (most likely B, ^^, IX'f, ilj, OQ , 0 j ar^ d 
error/inst)wi11 prove to be relatively constant for a wide 
variety of projects and environmejnts or perhaps dependent on a 
small number of chciracteri sing variables. For example, the 
computer time/execution time ratio O^ will probably be 
related to the proportioin of input/output in the application. 
The parameters Acj)ii=^ J^ W-i J ^fe *^^^ ^j "^^Y ^^ evaluated by 
collecting data on failure identification and correction work 
and computer usage profiles (with execution time) for a 
similar program development environment and fitting (3.28) to 
them,using a weighted least squares criteria.The value of C 
must be obtained from measurements taken in a similar testing 
environment(see 3.52) or estimated(if there is no basis for 
estimation it is probabily best to be conservative? and take 
C='-l).The parameter K is initially determined from data for a 
simillar program.It may be possible in the future to relate 1< 
to program structure in some way. 
The parameters K and MO c£in be refined by reestimation as 
testing progresses.We vn 11 actually reestimate TO rather than 
K because of its greater physical significance.However,K may 
be readily determined by using(3.9).We will use maximum 
likelihood estimat!on(see 3.6 for derivations)to make the 
reesj^ima^e we find MO implicitly from 
5 = !5(M0,m) (3.40) 
Where 5 is thefailure moment statistics 
§ •= (l/mtm)i: (i-l)t'i (3.41) 
i = l 
in which the t'i are the execution time intervals between 
failure and tm is the total execution time. 
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Now 
A 5(M0,ni) -^  MO/m - 1/AI|^ ( 3 . 4 2 ) 
whereA\|< = Ijj (MO+1)-\jj (MO+l-m) ( 3 . 4 3 ) 
and W i s t h e p s i ( d i g a m m a ) f u n c t i o n D a v i s ( 1 9 6 2 ) 
Now TO g i v e n by 
t o == Ctm ( l~(m/MO) §) ( 3 . 4 4 ) 
Where tm is the sample mean of time to failure during test. 
The varj^ iaence o-f §5 i s given by 
vari^) = -l/(^(p)2 C^ Uj'/(A(p )2 + l/m] (3,45) 
WhereAdJ* == \|»' (MO+1) -\li' (MO+l-m> <3. 46) 
and lb' is the tri gamma -f unction . Cof i dence intervals may be 
established for MO by determining the values o-f MO that 
correspond to values o-f^ § chosen so that 
5=5 + (l/l-p>'-''= S.D. (5) (3.47) 
Where B.D. (§) --^^i: Var (5) 3 ^'"-^  (3.48) 
and p is the con-fidence level. The intervals are based on the 
application o-f Chebyshev's inequal i ty-Al though this inequality 
tends to produce conse^rvati vely large intervals, it is 
probabily best to employ it until more experien'xe has been 
gained with reliability model o-f this chapter. 
The varience of TO is given by 
A 
-2 Var (TO) ~ To'Vm (3.49) 
In the case o-f -the operational phase (after relase to the 
user ) , i-f we assume that errors ^re not corrected, the ha.Tard 
function h(t) is constant and use of the maximum likelihood 
method does not yiled two independent equations in MO and 
TO.However,the last estimate made of MO during the immediately 
previous system integration test phase may be used to yiled an 
estimate of TO.From (3,23) we have 
T0= T(l-m/MO) (3.50) 
Now the MTTF at the end of the system integration test phase 
will be eqaul' to the average failure interval tm' during the 
th^ use phase.Hence 
TO = (l~m/MO)tm' (3.51) 
It is readily shown from (3.51) and the known mean and 
variance of the c)robability distribution of t' that the 
coefficient of variance TO is .1./(m )* . Note that f is con';r.tanl:. 
and equal to tm' . 
If failures s^re corrected during any part of the operational 
phase,the period during which -this occurs should be treated 
just like anM eKtension of test phase,with intervals between 
failure reduced by a factor of C. 
Experience indicates that the quality of estimation can be 
considerably improved for small sample sizes by smoothing §. 
On 'the otherhand, the? iHimoothinc) should eventually be removed 
because it impairs the responsivenes of the estimation 
algorithms as the number of remaining errors become 
small.After -trying a number of different smoothers,a variable 
length smoother which builds up to a length of 40 samples at 
m=40 and then drops to a length of 1 sample(i.e. no smoothing) 
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at (n"~79 wi^ s cidopted. The smoother weights each value of 5 by 
the correBpondi ng m** . 
It F>''"0'^'^ '^^-' n\ost covenient to allow one or two days to elapv^e 
a-fter a test run bG?-fare using the -failure interval data,sothat 
•falsa -failures could be weeded out and the result thoroughly 
analysed to minimized missed failures.Experience indicates 
that,cA-fter i^ nal ysi s, one is more likely to miss -failures than 
to report -false ones. 
Although our experience indicated that perhaps 95 percent or 
more of -failures could be readily classi-f-ied on examination as 
SD-ftware or non software (hardware, oper^^tor etc . ) , Occasi onal 1 y 
the choice became uncertain.The criterion that was -followed 
was to classify the -ftii lures as non software i-f it could not 
be made to recur when the program was rerun with all software 
and with known non so-ftware inputs exactly the same. 
Almost all -failures could be readily associated with 
particular test times,Those that could not,did related to a 
•fairly short time interval. The midpoint of the interval was 
taken as the time o-f -failure in those ci^ses. 
I-f there arB very -few -fai lures (e. g. 40 or less) during the 
test phase,the confidence intervals may be very broad due to 
the smfiil 1 sample size. Someswhat narrower intervals but a worst 
case prediction may be obtained by assuming that a failure 
occurs right at the end of testing. 
The testing comp)ression factor may be reestimated after the 
operational phase of a program from 
C = (MO-mtm' ) / (MO-mgt'm) (3.52) 
Which is obtained by equating (3.44) and (3.51). 
3.6 DERIVATION OF MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES s 
Formation of Likelihood Function : 
We will estimate MO and TO based on the execution time 
intervals between detections of the first m failures.Let these 
values be t'l ,tf2' , ,-t:fm'.We will find the maximum 
likelihood estimators. The probability density function of 
failure test f-f(t,t') is given by 
f-p(t,t'') = R7-(t,t* )hY(t) (3.53) 
Where hY-=Ch(t) (3,54) 
Hence,using (3.11),we obtain 
fr(t,t') = Ch(t)expi:--t'Ch(t) :] (3.55) 
Note that t' is exponentially distributed with mean 1/Ch(t) 
and variaence 
1/C2h2 (t) 
Since the failures are independent of each other,the 
likelihood function is given by 
m 
L (t 1 tm- ) =rr f-j-(ti-| , ti ) 
i = l 
m 
= Tf Ch(ti_, )expC-t'i Ch(ti-r )] (3.56) 
i = l 
Now note that at ti-i 
nb (ti-/:. )=N-B(i-l)=BCMO-(i-l) ] (3.57) 
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Hence using <3. 2) , (3. 9) , (3. If3) and (3, 5 7 ) , we have 
h(ti-l)=no(ti-l)/(BMOTO) = 1/TO Cl-(i-l)/M03 (3.58) 
There-fore 
m 
L (t'l • , . . . t'm ) =Tr C/TOC 1-- (i -1) /MO'JeKp C-t'i C/TO (1-- (i -1) /MO) 3 iiS9) 
i=--l 
We will maximize the logarithm 
m m 
InL= E InCC/TO(l-(i-l)/MO) ]-i: C/TO (1-(i-1)/MO) 1:i 
i=l i=l 
m m 
= mInC/TO +1 InCl-(i-1)/MOD-C/TO S Cl~ (i-1)/M03t'i C3-6o) 
i = 1 i ~ 1 
Estimate o-f TO 
iNlow setting the partial derivative with respect to TO equal 
to zero,, we have 
m 
d d n D / d T O = -m/TO + C/lh E C 1- ( i -1) /MODt ' i = 0 ( 3 . 6 1 ) 
i = l 
S o l v i n g ( 3 . 6 1 ) we o b t a i n 
A "1 
T0=C/m S C l - - ( i ~ l ) / M 0 3 t ' i ( 3 . 6 2 ) 
i = l 
Equation (3.62) may be written as 
m m 
TO == C/mt I t ' i -Cl /MoJE ( i - l ) t ' i ] ( 3 . 6 3 ) 
i -' 1 i = 1 
Note that 
m 
tm = t t'i (3.64) 
A i = l 
De-fine a -failure moment statistics §. as 
5 ==fl/mtm) E (i-l)t'i (3.65) 
i=-l 
Sinc^e 0-=:'.==i-l-^ m -for all i,it may be noted, using (3. 65) , that 
0-^=i<l.Now (3.65^ becomes 
T0=Ctmn.-(m/M0)5 3 (3.66) 
Where tm is the sample MTTF measured during test,tm/m.It is 
easily shown -from (3.62) and (3.78) that TO is an unbiased 
estimator of TO. 
Note that the estimate o-^  TO is dependent on an estimate o-f 
MO.The quantity l-(m/M)§ may be viewed as "correction 
-factor"that is applied to the sample mean o-f -failure intervals 
to account -for the growth o-f these intervals with execution 
t i me t. 
Estimation of MO 
Forming the partial derivative with respect to MO of (3.60) 
and setting it equal 1 to zero,we have 
m m 
d d n D / d M O = E l / ( M 6 - ( i - l ) ) -- C/MOTO E t ' i = 0 C3fe?3 
i = 1 i -= 1 
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S u b s t i t u t i n g ( 3 . 6 4 ) and ( 3 , 6 6 ) - - - " a n d •jett ing 
j =N0~(i-1) we obt a i n 
Mo ^ 
l 1/j = m/(M0--m5) (3.68) 
.i^Ma-m+l. 
The sum may be eKpressed in closes fcsrm using 
psi (di gamma)-functi ons Davis (1962) 
»|»CM0+1D -- »j*CMO+l--m] = gi/(M0-m5) (3.69) 
We may write(3.69) as 5 - 5(M0,m) . (3.70) 
Where 
5(M0,m)=M0/m - 1/(v^> (MO+1)-\|> (MO+1-m) ) ...(3.71) 
Note that (3.70) yields an implicit estimate of MO.We may 
consider S as an unbiased estimator o-f the -function 
5(M0,m).Nate that the right-hand term ol (3.71) is equal to 
1/m times the harmonic mean of the "final" m faiilure numbers. 
Accuracy of TO Estimate : 
In order to determine the accuracy of the estimate of TO note 
from (3.62) that 
^ Var (T0)=C2/m2 E C 1--(i-1)/M03 var (ti ) (3.72) 
i •-••--1 
Since the ti are independent of each other, fai nee ti is 
exponentially distributed,from (3.55) and (3.58) we get 
Var (t'i ) = 1/^ 2 h2 (ti-Hj.) = T^ VC^ CI-(i-1 >/M0]-«- (3.73) 
Hence Var (TO) =•• To Vm ^^•-'^V 
The coefficient of variation of TO is then l/m**'. F-'or a sample 
of 25 failures,the error in estimating TO is 20 percent,a 
reasonable figure. 
Accuracy of MO estimate : 
We can not readily and satisfactory determine,in the general 
case,the accuracy of the MO estimate in percentage terms but 
we can establish confidence intervals for MO 
Consider the variance of the stcitistic § 
Let 2 = K/y,where 
m 
I 
i«l 
I (i--l)t« (3.75) 
m 
y= mtm=m S ti (3.76) 
i«=l 
Now t h e v a r i a n c e o f a r a t i o o f raindom v i ^ r i a b l e s may be f r o m 
K e n d a l l and S t u a r t (1952) 
V a r ( K / y > = C E ( K ) / E ( y ) ] 2 Cvar ( x ) / E 2 (K ) + v a r ( y ) / E 2 ( y ) -
2 c o v ( x , y ) / E ( x ) E ( y ) 2 ( 3 . 7 7 ) 
From (3.55) and (3.58) we have 
E(t'i ) = l/Ch(ti-7l) = TO/CCl-(i-l)/M03-1- (3.78) 
If we use (3.73) and (3.78) and the fact that ti' and tj 
i+j,are independent,we may write 
(n m 
E(x) = E (i-1) E(t'i ) = MOTO/C E (i-1) / (MO-(i-1) ) . . . . . cz-^s) 
i=l i=l 
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E ( y ) 
VAr (v t ) "• 
m 
rn I 
i = l 
m 
r. 
i = l 
E ( t ' i '• 
{i 1) 
) =•= riiMOTO/C 
i •• 
V A V ( t i ) 
m 
x: 
= 1 
l / < M O - < i - l ) ) (3903 
m 
= M 1 > T O /C2 r, ( i - l ) 2 / L M O ~ ( i - l > D 2 ( 3 . 8 1 ) 
i = l 
m 
v a r ( y ) = m^ E v a r <t'i ) 
i = l 
=• m2 M \ > > T O J / C 2 £ l / [ M O ~ ( i ~ l ) 32 ( 3 , 8 2 ) 
i = l 
m 
and Cav <«!."/> - m l . <i-l) Var<t'i ) 
i=l 
m 
= mM^ T3' /C2 Z (i-l)/CMO-(i-l) 32 (3.83) 
i==l 
Make the change of variable j-MO-(i -1).The sums may be 
expressed in terms of psi or digamma and trigamma 
-functions. Let 
Al)» - d»(MO+l)--\^(MO+l"-m) (3.84) ii  (M0+1) --(^  (M0+1 -m) . . . . 
Y =<!•' < M0+1) -(|»' (M0+1 -f and tif' =(li'' ( M O + D - O J ' ( M O + l - m ) (3,85) 
we have 
Mo 
E(x>=MOTO/C 1: (MO-j)/J = M0T0/G(MO\|*~m) (3.86) 
j=Mo+l-m 
Mo 
E(y) = mMOTO/C 1 1/j = (mMOTO/C)<^ (3,87) 
j==Mo+l-m 
Mo 
var ()<) =--Mo ^ Ta '/C2 I (M0~j ) 2 / j 2 
j=Mo+l-m 
=M(^ T(y'/C2 (-M2 0 »y'~2M0Ad»+m) (3.88) 
Mo 
Var (y)=m2Mo To /C2 £ i/j2=:= mMOTO\j*'/C (3.99) 
j =:Mo+1 -in 
Mo 
Cov(}!j,y)=mMoTo /C21: (MO-j)/j 
j=Mo+l--m 
^mMo To /C2 (-M<>ik4i*-\^ /i^  ) (3,90) 
After substituting in (3. 77) and si pi i-fi cat ion, we obtain 
Var (5)'=-—1/( A»^)2 L ^ !-(|»'/( A \|))2 + i/m] (3,91) 
An alternative -form, obtained by differentiating (3.71) is 
Var (5)=-l/( ^  (|*)2 d§/dMO (3.92) 
Applying ChebyBhev"s inequality it can be shown that since 
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^E(5)=§ (3.93) 
5 lies within k standard deviations o-f § with probability 
greater than 1~<l/k^).Hence a confidence interval for liO can 
be established by determining the values o-f MO that 
corresponds to value of 5 chosen so that 
S=5l*<^kS.D(§) (3.94) 
anj^ A 
5=5hi-KS.D(5) ... (3.95) 
where k=1 / (1 ~p )'^ ... (3. 96) 
and p is the confidence level. 
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CHAPTER-IV 
TIME-DEPENDENT-ERROF^'-DETECTION RATE MODEL FOR SOFTWARE 
RELIABILITY AND OTHER PERFORMANCE MEASURES. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION B 
Several studies have been undertaken in recent years to 
investigate the software error occurrence phenomenon with the 
objective of improving software performance. Such studies can 
be placed in one ior both) of two categories.The first 
category C 1, 2, 4, 8, 12Ilemphasizes empirical analysis of collected 
from software projects.The second category 
E5,7,11,12,14,15,17,17,213 deals with the development of 
models for quantitative assesment of software performance.Most 
of the models assume an exponential time between failures 
having a parameter which varies with the number of errors 
remaining in the system. 
Goel %/. Okumato (1979) use a nonhomogenous Poison 
process(NHPP) as stochastic model for the software failure 
phenomenon.Such models have been used previously to describe 
hardware reliability growth J.Donelson I lit 1975.1 and for 
software reliability assesment SchneidewindC1975].Goel ?< 
Okumoto(1979) have developed a parsimonious model whose 
parameters have a physical interpretation,and which can yield 
quantitative measures for softwc^re performance assesme^nt. Also 
of interest is the applicability of the model over a broad 
class of projects and the estimability of parameters when the 
available data are in the form of times between errors or as 
number of errors in given time intervals. 
The development and interpretation of the mean value 
function for the underlying NHPP is presented in section 4.2 
and the expressions for various quantities are derived in 
section (4.3). A description of the failure data from a Navey 
project and a detailed analysis of this data set are presented 
in section 4.4 
4.2 MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
A software system is subjected to failures at random times 
caused by errors present in the? system. Let f.'N (t) , t >==03 be a 
counting process representing the cumulative number of 
failures by time t. Since there are no failures at t"0,we have 
N(0)=0 (4. 1) 
It is reasonable to assume that the number of software 
failures during non-overlapped time intervals donot effect 
each other.In other words,for any finite collection of times 
tl<t2<t3 <tn,the n random variables N<tl),N(t2)~ 
N(tl), N<tn)-N(tn-| > are s~indep)endent. Thi s implies 
that the counting process UN (t) , t >=0!]has s-indepiendent 
increments. 
Let m(t) represents the s-expected number of software 
failure by time t.Since the s-expected number of errors 
remaining in the system at any time is finite,m(t) is a 
bounded,nondecresing function of t.with the following boundary 
conditions. 
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m(t) = On t=0 
a, t--><» 
Where a is the s-ewpected 
eventually detected. 
Assume that the s-eKpected num 
(t,t+^t) is essentially proportioin 
oi undetected errors at t,i.e. 
m(t+^t)-m(t> == bCa-m<t)]^t +0(At) 
where 0(At)i± — > 0 as At — >0, 
proportionality,From (4.3), by 1 
d i -f -f er 6?nt i a 1 equat i on. 
(4.2) 
number o-f so-ftwareerrors to be 
ber of so-f tware fai lures in 
al to the s-expected number 
(4.3) 
and b is si. constant o-f 
etting At-—>0, we get the 
m' (t> -ab -- bm(t) (4.4) 
Solving (4.4) under boundary conditions(4.2) yields 
m(t) -- a(l-exp(~-bt) ) (4.5) 
Equation (4.5) is the mean value f 
under the above assumptions. The 
detection rate) is obtained -from (4 
;x(t) sm'^(t)=ab exp(-bt) 
Assign the probabilities on the inc 
as -follows. 
unction of the N(t) process 
intensity function (error-
.4) or (4.5) 
(4.6) 
rements o-f the N(t) process 
N(t-+-At)-N(t) 
0 with probability 1-;'(t) ^ t-i-0(4t) 
1 with probability >(t>at+0(41) 
2 with probability 0(^t) 
protaabi1ity 
process are 
In other words, the probability of two or more -failures during 
(t,t-<- ^ t) is negligible ior small intervals At. The 
expectation o-f (4.7) is 
ECN(t+At)-N(t) D =A(t)^t + 0>(4t) 
m(t-+-2it) - m(t) =>(t)At -^1- 0(At) (4.8) 
Which satisfies (4.3).This implies that the 
assignments on the increments of the N(t) 
consistant with the basic model for m(t). 
Hence, the counting process CN(t),t>=0II satisfying the above 
conditions is NHf^ 'P (Nonhomogenous Poisson Process) with mean 
value function m(t) cuid intensity f uncti on^ (t) . 
For t>-~0|,N(t) has a Poisson distribution with v^ .-expected 
value m(t) i.e. 
PrCN(t)=-y3== Cm(t)3v- /y • exp(~-m(t)) 
= Poim (y, m(t)), y--0, 1, 2, . . . . . (4,9) 
Where Poim(n;A ) is the Poisson pmf with mean p. Thus the 
stochastic behaviour of software failure phenomeni-i can be 
described through the N(t) process.Equations (4.5) and (4„9) 
constitute the basic model.Equation (4.3) implies that the 
ratio 
Number of errors detected during (t, t-i-At) 
C^-V 
(Number of errors remaining at t)<£'t 
a essentially equal to the constant b at any time t. Therefore 
b can be interpreted as the occurrence rate of an error. 
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4.3 PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND PARAMETRIC INFERENCES: 
In this sect i on, expressions -for several quantitative 
measures for software performance assesment Bret developed. 
4.3.1 Distribution of the cumul.ative number o-f softwiut? 
errors. For a given a and b the distribution of N(t) is 
obtained from (4.5) and (4.9) as the Poission distribution. 
PrCN(t) =y3=Poim(y.;a(f.-eKp(--bt) ) ) ,y=0, 1,2, <4. 10) 
PrCN(a>) —>y]=Poim(y5a) ,y=0, 1,2, (4.11) 
i.e. the distribution of N(<D),the total number of errors to 
be detected if debugging is carried out indef i ni tely, is i*lso 
Poisson with mean a. 
4.3.2. Distribution of the number of remaining errors and 
related results. 
Let N(t) be the number of errors remaining in the system 
air. time t.Then 
N(t^ ) = N(a))-N(t) (4.12) 
ECN(t) 3=a e;<p(-bt) (4.13) 
If y errors Jnave been found by t,then the conditional 
distribution of N(t) and its s-expectation are given by 
Pr£N(t) =5</N(t)=y]=Poim(j-{+y,a) ,!!=0, 1, (4.14) 
Ei:N(t)/N(t)=yD=a-y (4.15) 
The conditional distribution(4.14) is important for deciding 
whether the software system can be released or not.Such a 
decision can be based on the number of errors remaining in the 
software because it plays an importisnt role in software 
reliability. 
4.3.3 Softwixre reliability : Let Xk be the time between 
fai lures (k--l) and k and Sk the time to k fai lures. Then it can 
be shown that the conditional reliability function Xk,given 
Sk-i .==s, as 
R XK./SK_I (X/S) = e;<pC-aCexp(-bs)--e!!p(-b (s+x) ) >] L^\Q 
4.3.4 Estimation of parameters : 
Expressions are now derived for estimativig a and b for the 
model of section 4.2.We consider only the case when times 
between software failures BrG given because the data to be 
analysed in section 4.4 arB available in this form, fzstimation 
for the case when the data are in the form of number of 
failures within a specified interval is discussed in Goel ?< 
0kumato(1979) 
Let a sequence of random variablesLXk,k=l,2, D denote a 
sequence of times between software failures associated with 
the N(t) process.Then Xk denotes the times between failures 
(k~l) and k.Define 
k 
Sk=E Xi ,k = l,2, (4.17) 
i = l 
Which represents the time to failure k.It can be shown that 
the joint pmf of S1,S2, Sn is >\ 
fi3i,e»2 sn (sl,s2, ,sn) = expC-m (sn) DTI ab expC-bsk] (^-/g 
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Now,given a sequence of software failure times s=(sl., sn) 
taking the log both side of(4.18) and we get the log 
likelihood function as 
n 
L<a,b/s)=n loga+n logb •- a (l-exp <-bsn) ) - b E sk (4.19) 
k=l 
We choose a and b which maximise the likelihood 
function.Maximizing L<a,b/s)implies maximizing the log 
likelihood function.We get 
n/a »•• l-eKp(-bsn) (4.20) 
n 
n/b -I sk +• asn. exp (-bsn) (4.21) 
k=l 
Which can be sloved numerically. It is interesting to 
interpret (4.20) and (4.21).Eq(4.20) can be written as n=m(sn) 
and hence specifies the value of the mean value function at 
the time of the last observation.Since m(t) is an increasing 
function of t, satisfying(4.20) guarantees that a wi11 be at 
least as large as n. Eq(4.21) can be expressed as 
n 
m(sn) = b Z sk + snXsn) 
k=l 
Where (>'(sn) represents the slope of the mean value function at 
sn,and bisk represents the s~expected number of errors during 
the total sojourn time of n errors in the system. 
To obtain a<l-o( ) s-confidence region for a and b we use the 
follcjwing approximation (R^^ussas 1973) 
L(a,b/'>^ ) - L(a,b/y) =-- 0. 5\^,^ (4.22) 
Where X. 1,4.; is the chi~square deviate with 2 degrees of 
freedom, exceeded witli probability , viz the Sf-o< .SvAbsti tuting 
(4.19) in to (4.22), we get 
n loga + n logb - a (l~exp (-tasn) ) ~b sk -• C (4.23) 
C - L(a,b/s) " O.SX!"^  
4.4 NTDS SOFTWARE FAILURE DATA AND ANALYSES : 
NTDS DATA ; The software failure data to be analysed in 
this section are taken from Jelinski ?< Moranda(1972).The data 
are originally from the U.S. Navy Fleet Computer Programming 
Centre,and consist of the errors in the development of 
software for real-ti me, mul ti computer complex whicli forms tt>e 
core of the Naval Tactical Data System(NTDS).The NTDS software 
consisted of some 38 different modules. Each module was 
supposed to follow three stages;the 
production(development)phase,the test phase, and the user 
phase.The data are based on the trouble reports or 'software 
anomly reports' for one of the large modules,denoted as A-
module.The times(days) between software failures and 
additional information for this module are summarized in Table 
1 - Twenty six software errors were found during production 
phase and five additional errors during test phase.The 'test' 
derror was found on 4 Jan 1971.Then, one error was observed 
during the user phase on 1971 20 Sep and two more errors (1971 
Oct 5,1971 10 Nov)during a subsequent test phase,indieating 
that a rework of the module had taken place after the user 
error was found. 
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Data Analysis 
Sol ving (4.20) and (4,21) numerically -far the 26 data points 
in Table 1, the mle's for a and ta a\re a==33.99 and ta=0.00579. 
Various quantities of interest can be obtained by substituting 
m\ s<nd b in thr? .•^ ppropr i ;^ te nquat i onB of ac-'ctTon 4.3 Far 
enampl e,, the mean value functloi* i» cMst i m.^tcM:;! an m(t) 
34.0(1 -GKp (--0. 00S791) ) 
Now, -from (4.15) 
ECN(250)/N(250)]=34.0-26=8.0 
i.e. the s-expected number o-f remaining errors after the 
production phase is estimated to be 8.0, As mentioned 
earlier,a total of eight errors were found after the 
production phase indicating an extremely good prediction based 
on this model. 
The reliability function from (4.16) is 
Rx=.-r^ «!.26 (x/250) =•• eKpi:-33. 99 (Bxp(-. 00579 (250) )-e;;p (-
.00579(250+M))D 
A time-dependent error-detection rate model with a me-jan value 
function m (t) =aCl-e)<p (-bt) 3 , presented in this chapter, provides 
a plausible description of the software failure phenomenon.The 
expression for the various quantities provide a means to 
asjsess serveral performance measures and choose the one(s) 
which seem to be most meaningful in a given 
situation.Analysis of the NTDS data in section 4.4 and of some 
other data sets not reported here indicate the model provides 
a good to the observed failure phenomenoni 
Tc\ble 1 
NTDS DATA 
E r r o r No 
n 
TiinE? be tween E r r o r s : 
5-<l<|,days : 
Curnmul a t i ve T ime: 
s n - xk | ,days i 
roduction : 
checkout) : 
Phase ! 
1 
2 : 
3 1 
4 ! 
5 : 
6 : 
7 
e : 
9 
10 
11 
12 ! 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
9 
12 : 
11 ! 
4 : 
7 : 
2 : 
5 ! 
8 ! 
5 : 
7 
1 
6 
: 1 
9 
: 4 
! 1 
. T; 
: 3 
! 6 
: 1 
! 11 
5 33 
: 7 
: 91 
; 1 
9 
21 : 
32 : 
36 : 
43 : 
45 : 
50 : 
58 
63 : 
70 
71 
77 : 
78 : 
87 : 
91 
: 92 : 
: 95 : 
! 98 : 
: 104 : 
: 105 : 
: 116 : 
: 149 : 
! 156 : 
: 247 : 
: 249 : 
: 250 : 
Test Phase: 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
User Phase: 
B7 
47 
12 
9 
1.35 
337 
384 
396 
405 
540 
32 ! 
Test Phase: 
33 : 
34 s 
258 
16 
35 
: 
: 
: 
798 
814 
849 
: 
« 
m 
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CHAPTER~V 
STOCHASTIC RELIABILITY-GROWTH: A MODEL FOR FAULT-REMOVAL IN 
CaMPUTER F-'ROGRAMS AMD HARDWARF£--DESIGNS a 
5.1 INTFCODUCTION : 
The Model describe here is a result o-f 
Littlewood(1981)interest in software reliabi1ity.However,the 
important issues in so-ftware reliablity are essentially the 
same as those involved in eliminating design errors in 
hardware. This recognition justifies the use o-f similar 
mathematical models of reliability growth in the two 
situations. 
Consider the first the case of reliabi1ity.When a program 
fails,it does so because it contains faults(errors,hugs)- The 
removal of a fault will ensure,far all time,that the class of 
failures casued by the removed fault does not recur(We shall 
ignore the possibility that the fixing operation might 
introduce other sources of failure) 
In the unlikely event that all faults were to be removed,the 
program would be perfect and execute failure-free far 
ever.Contrast this with classical hardware reliability 
theory, where failures cjf the over all system are caused by 
component fai1ures,here we can be sure that a system will 
always fai1. 
In pr£*cti ce, interest will center upon the failure 
process;concern should be with the dynamic behaviour of a 
program how it performs rather than with a static description 
in terms of the number of faults it contains in 
B.Li 111ewood(1979-80).CI Bar 1y,though the f ai1ure 
process, depends on the number of faul'ts remaining, and 
reliability growth will be related to fault removal. 
In early workC3-7],it was assumed that each fault 
contributed the same amount to the overaxll failure rate,so 
that debugging resulted in the failure rate's improvement in a 
series of equally sized step. Jel inski ?•< Moranda (1972, P~ 
473),for example who are usually credited with the earliest 
software reliability model state. 
"The failure rate at any time is assumeid proportional to the 
current error content of the program ..... the proportionality 
constant is denoted by 0..." 
Thus, if the program starts with N faults the evtecution time 
between the (i~l)th and ith failures,Ti has 3.n expenential 
distribution 
pdf (ti)=Aiexp(-^"tti ) (5.1) 
w i t h f a i 1 u r e r a t e 
>i = (N-i+l)0 (5.2) 
Since at this state(i-1)faults have been 
el iminated. Assumpti ons ('-1) and C-^) specify the mode»l 
completely,and unknown pjarameters N and 0 can be estimated by 
max i mum 1i ke1i hood(ML) 
This chapter considers the basic modelling problem .Several 
models owe their raison d'etre to important refinements ^ )^hic.h 
are built upon assumptions (.;"•!) and (•.2)-Thus MUSC'A(1975) 
introduces the concept of execution time and examines several 
areas of practical interest such as the relationship bc-?tween 
calendar time and execution time.Goel ?< .Okumoto(1978) treat 
the important case of imperfect debugging. 
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The •fault-removal operation which changes F>i"ogram p'^. into 
program Ps+i contains uncertainties about the relationship 
between ^i ancl^i+1. Si nee the occurrence frequeency of the -f^ u^lt 
removed at this,st£xge (causing^i to improve toi^i+j.) will not 
be known and can not be prerdicted.In fact,it is. not usually 
possible to measure the? occurrence rate o-f a fault even after 
it has been removed,although rough estimates can be made from 
the opersitional pro-file of the program. The debugging 
process, then, generates a sequence o-f programs -fPt?- and a 
correspoding stochastic sequence o-f f-ailure rate<:Ai 3 . Thi s 
realisation has important i mpl ice^ti one for the reliability 
growth. 
Assume that 
1~ A program begins life with N -faul'ts which have occurrence 
r^ites that vary according to some distribution. 
2- Equati on (5. 1) re->mc\in5 true. 
3-- When a failure occurs the corresponding fault is removed 
with certainty. 
As debugging proct?eds, the ftiults with the largest occurence 
rates will tend to precipitate failures earliest,and so be 
removed earl i est. Thus the failure rate of the pjrogram will 
tend to exhibit greater improvements early in debugging.A 
program might have less than half the failure rate after the 
removal of half the faults.Late in the debugging period,the 
program may achieve very high reliability while still 
con'tciining many faults. These consequences of stochastic 
debugging seem to be in closer accord wi'th experience then the 
implications of (5.2) 
The relationship between sof.tw^ire and hardware reliability 
theories has always been ccjntentious. Ear ly work on software 
realibility modelling by Shooman(1972) tended to emphasize the 
lessons to be drawn from the earlier comprehensive hardware 
theory. 
. Hardware reliabill'ty theories have tended to concentrate on 
the effects of component failures on system behaviour.Such 
components failures are t?ssentialy repeti ti ous, when a 
component falls it is replaced by a similar working compont^nt 
which will iti^elf eventually fail.This contrasts with the 
software situation wherein if a program fault is fixed it 
stays fixed and will never again precipitate a failure. 
Improvements in components rel i abi 1 i ty, F)articul i^r ly in 
mi croelectronicsi, hvave result€4?d in a shift of interest towards 
other sources of failure,this category includes all those 
failures of human comprehension which have an adverse effect 
on system performance.The most common type is the genuine 
design error which can be eliminated(when discovered)by system 
redesign.However,other categories such as faulty maintenance 
procedures or incorrect specifications resulting from faulty 
understanding of the informal system requirements,can usefuly 
be included.They all have in common the property that, in 
principle they can be removed and the system will there by 
exhibi't i\ permanent improvement in reliability. 
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5.2 THE MODEL 
In what follows, the so-ftware terminology will be usesd with a 
notation as close as pjossible to that of Jelinski ?•< 
Moranda(1972).However,in order to distinguish between random 
variables and their realiazations,capital letters will be used 
•for the -former and lower caxse for the latter. 
Interest centers upjon ti'me--to-f ai lure distributions, and data 
will be sequence of successive execution times between 
failures, t1,t2,....ti,.For the sake of simplicity fault 
removal is assumed to be instantaneous,and it will be assumed 
that whenever a failure occurs the fault is removed with 
certainty.This latter assumption can be removed in order to 
model the case of imperfect debugging but this complication 
will not be introduce here. 
ASSUMPTION 
1- Each of the N faults in the program will cause a failure 
after a time which is distributed exponentially,and 
independently of other faults,with rate 5. 
2- When a failure occurs,there is instanteneous removal of the 
fault which caused the failure(This assumption can easily be 
relaxed to encompass the case of uncertain debugging.lt is 
less easy to incorporate repair times owing to the current 
lack of information about repair time distributions) 
3- If a total time r has elapsed and i faults have been 
removed, the fstilure rate of the program is 
A r= 5f + t'^K-i (5.3) 
Where 5,'., 5j,, Vc^""^ i . i . d 
4- When debugging starts (i.e. T=0)each g has the pdf (i 
gamd (1^ ,0, ex) 
Notation 
T = time to next failure r.v. 
Ti = time between (i--l)th and ith failure 
ti = real iza\t ion of r.v. Ti 
/\ = failure rate of program 
?> - realisation of r.v./\ 
§k ~ r.v. contribution to /\ from fault k 
$ilk = realisatiomn of gk 
N •^^ initial total number of faults in program 
T = total elapsed execution time 
gamd (x,a) gamma pdfx"""* exp (-x ) / / \ (a) 
pdf-C0> pdf of 5 when T=0 it is gamd((^,0,<x ) 
C = normalizing constant 
pard (x , ex) , parf (x , a) Pare^to pdf, «/(1+x )«"'*"'•, (x 2.0) 
and corresponding Cdf. 
These assumptions can be motivated in the following way.Assume 
that the random variables T1,T2,.... are S-independc-L^ nt (See 
Musa (1979) for some empirical suport for this,based on 
several sets of software data).If the failure rate at any time 
were known, it might be resaonable to asisume (3-6) that 
fc-:ii lures occured randomly with thcit failure rate. 
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U n f o r t u n a t e l y , the? - f a i l u r e r a t e i s vAnkncjwn, I t m u s t b e 
iiu,)U<,'»J. 1 KM,J v i .'i» (IK.) <uiili:iiowii) ,1. n J. I I-xl. HUIIIIMM- (I( |»r ui.ir ,.un 
f a u l t s , N, atu;:l t h e ( k n o w n ) nuntbpr l l i a l l i a v e boei i 
•f i x e d . C o n s i d e r , t h e n , t h e r a n d o m v a r i a b l e TnWhen t o t ^ * l e l a p r s e d 
e x e c u t i o n t i m e i s T a n d i f a u l t s h a v e b e e n f i x e d (F i g . i ) - Tliert?^ 
a r e N--i f a u l t s r e m a i n i n g . T h e c r u c i a l p o i n t i s thaxt t h e s e N - i 
• f a u l t s w i l l h a v e d i f f e r e n t o c c u r e n c e r a t e s , 0|'|0^:, . . . © M - * . T h e 
f a i l u r e r a t e o-f t h e p r o g r a m i s now 
T-
i/aUu.'tj dtttcUd^ and tKus i fo.u.lU f-uU, <i\ tOiTJ 
T - > 
— *—'— 
/^  =•- 0/'.+0j^ + 0^,...^  .... (5. A) "Hflw" ' 
Assuming exponentially distributed times to failure for each 
fault,we could discribe the current reliability of the program 
completely if the 0*s were known.The 0's however are not 
known,in fact,there will not even be any failure data 
available to estimate the 0''B for remaining faults. We must 
therefore model our uncertaxinty about a 0 value by treaiting 
each occurence rate as a random variable 5 with some 
distribution.The failure rate of the program is then given by 
assumption(3) with as before 
pdfCt//\ «>;] =>eKp(~>t) , <t>0) (5.5) 
We are now in a position to use Baye's theorem to discribe how 
our uncertainty about the occurrence rate of the fault (and 
hence the failure rate of the program) changes with 
time.Consider the occurance rate,5,of one of the N-i remaining 
faults at the £?poc.h"now" in (Figl) 
pdfC0/thiffi fault not fixed in ( 0 , T ) J 
= pdfC0/no failure caused by this fault in(o,T)3 
-c.Prtno failure caused by this fault is(o,T)/5~03.pdfL03 
= c . e>!p (-0,1-) , (i'^0-^- ^ ex p (- (50) / r («) 
•-• ((^  + T ) 0-*"* ex p ( - ( . ( i + T) / Qi)/r («) (5.7) 
- ( (3 +T)gai1id (Cf5+T]0,a> . . . . ( 5 . B ) 
From (5.3),the failure rate of the program,/\,is a sum of 
(N-1 ) i id. gamf (a,(^ +T)r.v"'s and so has pdf 
(P.+r) .gamd(Cf5+t3; CN-iJa) (5.9) 
Finally,we can obtain the pdf of T(Figl) 
pdf(t//\ = )pdf (>)d^ 
o 
(5.6) 
;^ ex p (-t) pdf W dA (5.10) 
J o 
= (N--i ) a ((5+T) <'^ -'-'«/((^ -i-T+t) <f^ -* >«•*•' 
which is ((^ +Tj~"* • pard (t/C('i+T3 ; CN-i 3ot) . It is this 
underlies the rest of the chapter from(5.11) we? can obtain 
the usual scalar measures used in reliabi1ity.Thus 
reliability £ind failure rate functions are: 
Sf(t) = (((?, +T) / (f^ H-T+t) ) '"^ -^  >« (5.12) 
(;it) =•-• (N-i )«/ (^i-T+t) (5.13) 
(5.11) 
result which 
all 
the 
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which is decreasing in t.In -fact, this dece?reasing -failure 
rat:e(DFR) property is independent a-f the distribution chosen 
5; it is a general consequence of thte mixing operat i on <5. 10) 
Varlow ?'. Proschan < 1975 Chapter4) . The choice of the gamma 
distribution to represent our uncertainty about the occurence 
rc-jtes of the faiults is dictated by mathematical 
tractabi1ity.However this choice does provide considerable 
f 1 e>; ibi 1 i ty, and I £\nticipate that it is adequate for most 
needs. 
The mean time to failure at the arrowed £?poch in (f'-igl) is 
the S-expected vaule of T. 
E(T)= (C^ +T)/C (N"i )<<-n <5.14) 
from < 5 . 1 1 ) . T h i s e x i s t s a s l o n g a s ( N " i ) « >1 ,« >~1 
C o n s i d e r t h e f a i l u r e r£ \ te a t t h e a r r o w e d epjoch i n ( f iQ2) 
;^(0) ==(N-i)« /(r>+T) ( 5 . 1 5 ) 
from (5.13).This is failure rate of a program which has failed 
i t i mes (and t hi..\s h ad i faults e 1 i (« i nated) i n a tot a 1 e!; ecut i on 
time T.We shall call this the conditional failure rate since 
it is defined in terms of a conditional probability 
><0) = lim C Pr(failure in(T,r+h)/i failures in (0,T)3/h} 
h->o 
Notice how this chaxnges as debugging proceeds during pe?riods 
of failure free operation,i remains fixed and T increases.ThiS 
causes the failure rate to decrease in a hypjerbol a. When a 
failure occurs and a fault is fixed,the failure rate drops by 
an amount «/((^+T) , ear ly fault fixes, at small T, cause greater 
reductions in the program's conditional failure rate than 
later ones. 
5.3 PREDKTIONSOF FUTURE RELlAeiLIT/ 
5.3.1 RELIABILITY k--FAILURES AHEAD 
Consider the situation in (Fig2).Total elapsed execution time 
is T,and in this time i failures have been observed,and so i 
f a u Its fix e d .We a r e now i n t e r e sr. t e d i n t h e r e I i a b i 1 i t y o f t h e 
Program after k more failures have occured 9t^e the epoch 
marked A in (Fig2).We require the unconditional distribution 
of T(sTi-»-^ j^ ) 
pdf(t) - pdf (t/Ti+i ~ -ti^i Ti^ :|^ :=ti+^ <.) 
pdf ( t i ^ i , ti+jf ) d t i+ . j , . . . . d t i+ j^ ( 5 . 1 6 ) 
k 
where pdf (ti+., , ti^^jj.)" tr pdf (ti4,j /ti+i , . . . . ti+j.|} 
j - \ . pdf<ti+,.) ... (5.17) 
pdf (tit;, /ti+i ' ti+j,, .) = (r^-HT*)pard(ti+3 /i:p.+T*] (N--i"j + l)«) 
itj-1 
T*=T-i- 5: tm (5. 18 
•=i+l 
from(5.11) 
IJnf ortunate^l y, i t seems that (5.16) can not be obtaiined 
analytically,Reliabi1ity measures can however,he derived from 
this distribution ,not ably the failure rate and MTTF.Consider 
first the failure rate at A in (Fig2) denote this by /\ 
,where 
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i + k 
/ \ =i: (N-i"k)a:j/i:r.+T+ >:: Tm3 (s.i?) 
m"i-i-l 
Which i s a f u n c t i o n of random v a r i a b l e 7 i+.| , . . . . Ti+i^Cthe 
u n o b s e r v e d i n t e j r v e n i n g t i m e s b€?twe?Gn f a i l u r e s ) , and s o i s 
i t s e l f a r . v . I t i s q u i t e s u r p r i s i n g , i n vit^w of t h e i n t r a c t a b l e 
n a t u r e of ( 5 . 1 6 ) , t h a t we can f i n d t h e e x a c t d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
/ \ . I n f a c t i f we w r i t e 
Z s ( / \ < / 5 + T ) / ( N - i ~ k ) «)•=", 0<Z<t <5.20) 
a l i t t l e a n a l y s i s shows t h a t 
Z '=* '>-Beta(N-i-k+l ,k) ( 5 , 2 1 ) 
p d f ( Z ) = Z"^--*"*- ( l - 2 : i ^ -M/B(N- i - -k , k) ( 5 . 2 2 ) 
B(X,y)sbeta f unct i on 
It follows that 
EC/\3 = ( (N-i-k).3(/ri + T) . ( (N-i--k + l>D() / (N-i-k + D-x+l) . ((N-i--
k+2)o(/(N-i-k+2)'D<+l) (N-i ) a/(N-i ) tx+l (5.23) 
and higher moments could be obtained. The main vaule of these? 
results, howevejr, 1 ies in estimating the debugging effort 
required to achieve a target rel i abi 1 ity. There arts various 
ways in which these targets ce^ n be f ormul ated. Simi lar results 
can be obtained for the MTTF at epoch A in (F-i g2) , avl though 
these are likely to be less useful.Denote this liTTF(at epoch A 
in Fig2)by M,whe?re 
i+k 
M=tri+T +2: Tm3/C(N-i-k)« -ID ... 
•=itl 
M is a r.v. since it is a 
intervening fcsilure times. Define 
ZE C (^ +T) /lie (N-i - k/rx I 1 > J 3« .... 
It can be shown that Z has the beta 
(5.21),(5.22).The S-expected value 
interpreted as the? unconditional MTTF at the future epoch A,is 
(d +T/(N-i-k)a-l) . ( (N--i-k+l).:x/(N-i~-k + l)a-l) , ( (IM-i -k+l^ cx' /(N--i-
k+2).j<~l) (^ 4-^ )a/(N-l).^ (--l (5.26) 
. (5.24) 
function of the unobserved 
distribution given 
of li, which can 
by 
be 
T 
iku^i /-tt««l -''*i ( O J T ) 
-Ti 
/(»\.».v»rc falUvi-e 
*-^ yvv*— — •—-
11-1 -T. «+K 
FURTHER EXECUTION TIMEX' 5.3.2 RELIABILITY AFTER ELAPSE Of 
Consider now the reliability of the program at the epoch 
marked B in(Fig3).As before.,we have observed i failures(and 
thus fi;<ed i faul ts) during a total execution time T.We are 
interested in how reliable the program will have? become after 
debugging time(execution time)T' has elapsed The 
this section are likely to be? of more interest then 
section 5.3.1 for the case of hardware design-error 
removal,in such a situation it is likely that calendar time is 
the constraining factor. 
Let random variable T represent time until next fai1ure.Si nee 
there is a non zero probfjbility of all N~i remaining faults 
being removed during(T,T+T*)it follows that there is a non 
zero probability that T is infinite.This makes the 
a further 
results of 
those of 
cu 4* »^ i h\ I I +• •! f—• i-% r-fC \ v r~ir\ c!sv 
•fai 1 u r e s i n 
;l — P; > o< 
t. i me 
Cons i d e r , t h e r e - f o r e , t h e Cdf 
N- i 
F ( t ) = 3: PrCT<=t/K==k3PrCK=-k: <5.27) 
where t h e r . v . K r e p r e s e n t s t h e number o f 
<>T,r+r' )now PrCT<=-^t/K"k:3 = l - i : (,{\+r+y' ) / {e>+r+r' +t) ] "^^ 
-~par-f ( t / Cr?.+-V-VT-' J ; [ :N - i -k: 3.3< J . . . . ( 5 . 2 8 ) 
Since (i+k) -^ 'aults have been fixed and total execution 
T+T' has elapsed at B.Also Pr i:K^=--k .]== (N--i 1 ••^j < i-p) "^ -^ -^ ' 
Psl- < (P^+T) / ((5+T+r' ) ) ~ (5. 30) "^  
substitution into <5.27) gives F(t> so 
R (t) =C 1- (r^+T) / (f5+TH-T' ) «+ (r>+T) / (e>+r+r' -i t) «]'^-* .... (5.31) 
From this can obtained quantilei^ o-f the tinie--to-next -failure 
distribution at any -future epoch. 
Although T has does not have any moments <in particular MTTF" 
dae«» not e;< i i'& t) , we can find -l-lie failure rate at B from (5.31)) 
>=R' (0)/R(0) " ( (N-i )o((r5-H-T)«/(r>-^ -T•^ -T'') ) .... (5.32) 
This is not a random variable since it is obtained from the 
unconditional distribution of the T,it is ha:-ard rate of the 
model when treated as a -function of T'.that is,if wr i te>Sj^(T') 
we have 
>>(T')=lim Pr( (failure in (T-+T* , T+T*-i-h) / (i failures in 0,T))/h 
h~>o 
Equati on (5.31) axnd (5.32) can be used to estimate the 
debugging time(execution time needed to reach a target 
reli abi1ity. 
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LS-5i) 
to know the 
time) required 
of a "perfect" 
in (0 , T ) there 
5.3.3. TIME UNTIL REMOVAL OF LAST FAULT 
In some cases it may be of interest 
distribution of debugging time (executionm 
until removal of the last fault,i.e. attainment 
program.Denote this random by T* 
Since i fciults have already been elimincited 
remain (N~i) in the program.Let the jth of these remaining 
faults produce a failure,and hence be removed after ai time 
Xj.Then T is the time we must wait until the last fault is 
eliminated,so 
T'*= max CXj3 (5.34) 
j'"!. . (N-i) 
But Xj has a Pareto distribution, 
pdf (xj) = (a-*T)-».Pard(xj/(rJ-<-T)j«) (5.35) 
for all j, si nee the failure rate of the Jth bug,5>..i has a 
gamf (<x, (i+r) di str i but i on and pdf (x j ) == 0jexp (--0J , X J ) pdf L0j ;id0j 
The Cdf of T is therefore 
PrCXl<=t .... Xi<l.-j--::«t3==(Pr-CXj--::=--tJ.T^ ~* 
= CI-(C^ -*-»•)/(0-+-T+t)'«D'^ -* (5.36) 
Equation (5.36) could be used directly to calculate the 
probability that all faults will have been eliminated in some 
given t.Alternatively,it could be used to calculate the 
execution time,t,needed in order that all faults will have 
been fixed with a given prob^^bi 1 i ty, say 0.90 
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In some cases it will, be sufficinet to consider only to main 
time to reach the -fault-free state. It can be shown that 
E<T)=--: <(^+T) < (B<l--l/«,N-i )/B<l,N--i) )-l) <'5.37) 
i i <<>1 (otherwise E(T) is i n-f ini te) . Hi gher moments can 
obtained(when they exist),but is unlikely that they will be 
much interest,since the exact result of (5,36) is so simple 
be 
of 
-T- -r- -T-
B (FAj.i; 
5.3.4 NUMBER OF FAILURES IN A GIVEN TIME 
The distribution of Kuthe number o-f failures in ( T , T + T ' ) when 
i failures have occured in (0,T)|,has been given in (5.29) and 
(5. 30). This result will be of value in those sltuationvr. were 
debugging continues in the use environment of the program(i,e. 
after acceptance by the customer)couple vnth information about 
the down time for failures,this result could provide 
information about c^ vai labi 1 i ty of the system ovt?r a time? 
period if interest,e.g.,misson time,or total life time cycle. 
5.3.5EXECUTI0N TIME FOR k FAILURES 
In (Fig3) consider the Cdf of the total time from now until I; 
failures have occured.lt can be shown that 
PrCTi^-j" + Tx-(-2_'. + .... +Ti+j5 <t] 
=PrCZ>( (ri+T)/(P^+T+t) )«) (5.38) 
Where Z*^^ Beta (N-i-k + l, ^ ;) . The rsults o-f section 5.3.3. can be 
obtained from (5.38) by putting k~-N-i 
5.4 ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS OF MODEL 
A typical data set will be sequence tl,t2,....ti of 
successive execution time betwe^en failures.There are three 
parameters, N, ix^d to be esti mated, compared with the two 
parameters N,0 in the Jelinski-Moranda model (1972).since 
pdf Ltm/t 1, t2, . . . tm-i •J---pdf^  Ltm/ (m-1) fai lures in total execution 
time tj ] 
m-1 
•m-l 
= (N-m-+-l).Dc(r^ +3:: tj) <'^-'"-*-i>«/(^+X tj+tm) <M-m^-i>«-*i 
1 1 
,(5.39) 
f ram (5.11),the 1i keli hood f unct i on i s 
i 
L(N,a,(^)= n pdf Ctm/t 1, t2, , tm-i 3 
m=l 
= IT ( (N-m-f l)«(rJ-+5: tj ) <'^~"^*i >«/ (Hi-tj+tm)'^ -'"*'^  >«-*-!, . , , (5-^0) 
m=l ' 
The ML equations can not be solved analytically for N,c<,(^ j 
;but some simplification can be obtained by noting that 
a -•= i / (.-J: (1 oq <a+^. t j ) / (a+:SZ tj ) ) -H-Nl og ( (h^-^^. t j ) /(^ ) .... (5.41) 
m=l ' ' ' 
This allows the search for maximum of L to take place in the 
2--dimensional space of (N,(5) 
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